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BA R TER ’S ENROLLMENT
CLIMBS TO 1 & 5 MARK'
resent Figure Slightly Less Than That of Spring in 1929;

Students Still Registering.
Twelve hundred and twenty-five students have registered at the
Diversity for the spring quarter, according to information received
om the President’s office at 4 p. m. Thursday. This figure is
jghtly less than the number who registered for the spring quarter
1929, but students are still registering.
Out Of the total figure for this
larter 10 are new students. Those
ao ate former students but who were
,t In attendance during the winter
isrter number 84. The figure for the
Inter quarter was 1,181.

ECTURES GIVEN
SPRING QUARTER

Joyce Contest
Ends April 14
Manuscripts Are Due Two
Weeks From Monday.
Manuscripts entered in the annual

alpha Kappa Pm Sponsors Busi Annie Lewis Joyce memorial prize con
test must be in the hands of Prof. H. G.
ness Talks.
Several requests on the opportune
ies in modern business have caused
Ipba Kappa Psi, national commercial
idety. to arrange for a series o f eight
ctnres on professions. They will be
aid at 205 Craig hall at 4 o’clock
rcr| Monday and Thursday beginng March 31 and continuing until
pril 24. Everyone interested in busi
es Is invited.
»
The speakers will discuss the size of
ie field, pay, chance for jobs and
ipidity of promotion. The following
Iks will be given:
March 31—"Accounting,’ ’ Professor
. B. Sanford.
April 3—"Banking,” Howard Green,
ishier, First National Bank o f Mlsralt.
April 7—“Merchandising,” Bean B.
. Line.
April 10—"Insurance,” John F. Pat
erson of Missoula, a graduate o f the
nshtess 'Administration school.
April 14 — “ Secretarial Service,”
mlly Maclay, who has charge o f typeTitisg and shorthand classes In the
udsess Administration school.
April 17 -—"Advertising,” Dean A. lx
tone.
' 'Wl‘r'r * ‘
April 21—“ Public Utilities.” As yet
o speaker has been obtained for this
object
April 24—‘Transportation.” As yet
o speaker has been obtained for this
object

Merrlam. chairman o f the English de
partment, on or before Monday, April
14. This means that only two weeks
are left for aspirants for the honor to
get their material in final shape, and
students are warned that no manu
scripts will be accepted after the dead
line that has been set
The contest this year will be an open
affair, with contestants permitted to
submit either sketches, essays, short
stories, dramas,, poems, or groups of
poems under one title; Each contest
ant may submit three manuscripts.
There is no limitation on length, as the
award will be based upon quality in
conception, thought, imagination, and
presentation o f material.
Three typewritten copies o f each
manuscript must bo made.
These
copies must bear an assumed name,
the writer’s real name being enclosed
in an envelope bearing the assumed
name; The sward will be made in the
form of a medal or otherwise, at the
option o f the winner. It will consist
of the proceeds o f the Joyce endow
ment o f $200..

m a d e in
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Oregon Debate Team Visits

High School Publications Have
Until April 1,
Four year-books and nine news
papers from Montana high schools have
already been entered In the annual
publications contest of the Interscho
lastic Editorial association, it was an
nounced yesterday. The contest will
be held in connection with the Interscholastic Track and Field meet on the
campus next May. State high schools
have until April 1 to submit copies
of their publications.
Year-books entered to date include
“The Big Horn,” of Hardin high
school. ‘The Klein Hi Messenger,” of
Klein high school; “ The Centennial,”
of Big Sandy high school; and “ Hoot
Mon,” o f Grasgow.
Newspapers entered In the contest
thus far include the Helena high
school, “ Nugget,” the first paper to
enter 'the contest; the Shelby “ Coy
ote” ; the Harlem high school “ Whirl
wind” ; the Alberton “ School Post” ;
The Antelope “ Antelope” _ the Klein
Hi Messenger of Klein; the Sweetgrass
“ hi-Wind” ; the “ Maroon” o f Butte
central; and “ Echoes,” from S t Vin
cent's Academy, Helena.
The meeting o f the Montana Interscholastic Press association will be
held in Marcus Cook hall during the
mornings of May 15 and 16. The pro
gram includes addresses by Blanche
Coppo, Kaimin editor, and Bob Struckman, editor of the Sentinel* A repre
sentative o f Flathead county -high
school will explain how the Flathead
functions, and student editors from
Plevna and Manhattan high schools
will also discuss problems o f publishing
community newspapers.
The Press dub, - and members of
Theta Sigma Phi and Sigma Delta
Chi, professional Journalism fra
ternities, will take part in the meet
ings when they entertain delegates
at a luncheon in the Journalism build
ing on Thursday, May 15. Stunts and
music will be included ou the program
ot this time.

MASQUERS PLAN EIQHT
PROGRAMS FOR SPRINQ
Five One-Acts, a Three-Act Play, Three Public Programs,
And Little Theatre Tournament Promises Active Quarter.

Plays and dramatic activity galore is scheduled for the Montana
Masquers this spring. Eight different productions will be handled
by this group during the quarter. The Masquers have billed five
one-act plays, a three-act m ajor production, three public programs,
the Little Theatre tournament and a cooperative production of “ A
'ron Examination Procedure in Ore* Midsummer N ight’s Dream.” According to Director William Angus
fon and Mines Debates. '
the entire selection o f the casts for the plays will not be completed
before the eligibility lists are in.

Vew System Will Be
Used by Debate Squad

For the Montana debates with the
Jnlrersity/ of Oregon and the School
rf Mines, the cross examination sysem will be used, according to Hugh
j. Iiodsey, debate coach.
The system was used in a few con£*ts of the Montana high school de
nting league last year and proved
highly satisfactory. The' procedure,
is used by the high schools speakers,
>ives tbbe first speaker on the affirmitiye side 15 minutes for the presen:atlon of bis case and he is then cross
examined for six minutes by the first
speaker for the negative.
The second speaker for the negative
is allowed 15 minutes for presenting
bis ease and is in turn quizzed for six
aitnates by the second speaker for the
affirmative. Each side is given ’an
additional 10 minutes for rebuttals.
This tyle is designed to enliven the
contorts and to bring in the individu
alities of the speakers in a striking
*n<l interesting manner. The orogin
*tor of the plan, J. Stanley Grey of
the University of Oregon, says, “The
•Peecbes are more popular, practlc
sod interesting. The audience is both
instructed and entertained and they
come back for more.”

On Tuesday, April 1, the first pub- j partment and A. W. B. will produce
lie program for the quarter will be Shakespeare's “ A Midsummer Night's
Dream.” This contains an all-woman
given at the Little Theatre, preceded cast. The University orchestra will
by a regular Masquers meeting. Dean I provide Mendelssohn music for the
L. Stone will speak on “ Remini play. Tbe choruses o f singing fairies
scences of Actors in the West.” Delos will be composed of tbe women’s glee
Thorson, president o f the Masquers, dub. The staging o f the production
will talk on “ Early Stock Companies will be handled by the Masquers and
tbe direction of the speaking parts by
in Montana.”
Mr. Angus. The singing choruses will
The next program In the Little The be under tbe direction of Dean DeLoss
atre will be April 17. A bill o f three Smith, the orchestra under the direc
one-act plays will be produced on this tion of Professor Weisberg, while tbe
date. Two of the plays were written dancing will be handled by A. W. S.
by Montana students and all three of
or W. A. A.
the ode-acts will be directed by stu
“There Is ample opportunity for new
dents o f the dramatic presentation
students to participate in dramatic
class. The two student written farces,
activity this quarter,” Mr. Angus said
“ Undertaking Undertake!-” by Paul
yesterday. “ Altogether including the
Treichler and “ Company for Mrs.
plays, May Fete and tbe backstage
Gilchrist” by Mrs. Margaret Angus
crew we intend to use approximately
will be presented with a tragedy by
a Northwest writer, by permission of 107 people this quarter.”
On tbe evening of April 5 in the
the author, Alice Hanson Ernst, called
Little Theatre the Masquers will assist
“ Spring Sluicing.”
with tbe staging, lighting and make-up
On April 22 Professor C. J. Rledell
of a production by A. A. U. W. who
of the Art department will deliver a
will entertain the senior women with
talk for the second public program on
two one-act plays.
“ Art in the Theatre.” The student
The Masquers in addition to this
on the program will be Gretchen Gaydramatic activity plan to publish a
bart speaking on “The Genesis of
booklet for state-wide circulation en
Scenic Art.”
titled “ Dramatics at tbe State Uni
The major production for this quar
versity.”
ter is to be “ Cock Robin” written by
Philip Barry in collaboration with
EligibDity Lists for Spring Initia Elmer Rice. This is a brand new
mystery play that will be presented
tion Due April 30.
on May 2 and 3. The last public pro*
gram for the year will bo given by
Dr. H. F. Tavlin, formerly of the
I*an Hellenic representatives met
the Glee club under the direction of staff of the U. S. Public Service Hos
Thursday afternoon to discuss plans
Dean DeLoss Smith, Jn conjunction pital at Hot Springs, Ark., addressed
for the, annual Pan Hellenic dance.
with a one-act play by tbe Masquers the Pharmacy club at a meeting
It was decided that each girl must
Wednesday afternoon. The subject of
feast six girls from other sor- on May 8.
The fourth annual Little Theatre Dr. Tavlln's talk was “ Oral Hygiene
°rities on her dance program this year,
and
the Proper Ingredients in the Sci
tournament
for
high
schools
will
be
a* interchange between the groups is
held during the Interscholastic Track entific Treatment of Toothpaste and
Purpose of the dance.
Meet
on
May
14.
Twenty
Montana
Tooth
Powder.”
All eligibility lists for spring inillaDr. Tavlin stressed particularly the
on mast be in by Thursday, April 3. high schools have entered in this dram
ethics
o f dentists and pharmacists in
atic
contest.
Also
during
tbe
track
i C*UlDl»e dinners will be continued
Hffi Quarter. The first one will be meet the Masquers will give two one- relation to the'use and sale o f these
medicines.
act
plays
at
tbe
high
school
auditorium
•
the third week in April.
Dr. Tavlin also told of some of his
on the program for tbe awarding of
personal experiences while actively en
Haney went to Butte between prizes.
On June 6, the Masquers in a cooper gaged in the private practice o f dent
Quarters to visit at the home of bis
Parents.
ative production with the Music de- istry.

PAN HELL MAKES
PLANS FOR DANCE

Pharmacy Club Talk
Given by Dr. Tavlin
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UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS
TO A T T E ND MEETING
Session of Greater University Executive Council W ill Be
Held in Missoula
Officials of the branches of the Greater University o f Montana
will attend the quarterly meeting of the Greater University Execu
tive Council here Saturday. Several of them will stay over to attend
the dinner given in honor o f Mr. C. II. McLeod, president of the
Missoula Mercantile company, in observance of the fiftieth anniver
sary o f his arrival in Missoula.

M orris Silver
Breaks Record
M a k e s 7 0 G ra d e P o in ts W ith
These two University of Oregon debaters will stop off here to ijaeec
the local team as part of their schedule that Is taking them to most
o f the colleges and universities on the Pacific Coast. Errol Sloan,
left, and Eugene Laird, right, are the two most experienced debaters
on the Oregon squad, and the added experience just gained from the
, encounters they have already engaged in on their tour will make them
formidable opponents when they arrive here. Eight states will have
been visited when the Oregon men finish their tour.

25 H ou rs .

Special meeting of A. W. S. repre
sentatives was held Thursday after
noon to discuss election of officers
next week. Any one wishing to send
In nominations to the meeting next
week must do so by presenting a pe
tition signed by ten women students.
Only women who will be seniors next
year are eligible for nomination for
president. Other officers must be jun
iors next year, as no freshmen or
sophomores may sit on the executive
board.
The president who is elected next
week will attend a convention o f A. W.
S. presidents to be held at Laramie.
Wyo., the last of tbe month.

Many Delegates Are
Here For Conference
Nearly 100 delegates from all parts
of Western Montana attended tbe din
ner of the Youth Conference which was
sponsored by the University Christian
Union, that met last Friday night at
the Y. W. C. A.
William Lofstrom, president o f tbe
Christian Union, presided ns toast
master.
Katherine Torrence, presi
dent o f the "University Fellowship, and
Rev. E. Clyde Smith, president o f the
Missoula Ministerial association, wel
comed the visitors;
Clayton S. Rice, leader of the Con
gregational church, made the principal
address. Other speakers were H. N.
Spencer o f tbe Baptist church; C. L.
Clifford, superintendent o f the Glacier
Park district of tbe Methodist church;
R. J. Allen, evangelist, and Helen
Byrnes of Los Angeles, field repre
sentative o f the? W. C. T. U. Ralph
Knudsen and Marian Butebart furn
ished musicul numbers.
The conference opened its sessions
at the Women's gymnasium at 9
o’clock Saturday morning. The cere
monies were handled by Ralph Knud
sen, Mae Danielson, Cn riot on Thoroman, Katherine Torrence and the state
leaders.
Tbe visitors were entertained at the
homes o f Missoula young people.

C. Mason Talks
To Fraternity
“ Different Methods o f Computing
Income Tax on Savings Accounts” was
the subject of the talk given by Charles
Mason, president of Alpha Kappa Psl,
at the meeting held Inst night in Craig
hall.
The talk followed a short business
meeting, niul a discussion of tho phases
of computing income lax was held
afterwards. Refreshments were served
at the conclusion of tbe meeting.

Two-Piano Recital
, Event of April 3
Mrs. J. II.. Ramskill and John
Crowder, associate professors in the
School ot Music, will give a two-piano
recital in the Main hall auditorium
Thursday, April 8. The program which
will begin at 8:30 o’clock will be an
nounced next week.

dinner, arranged to have the meeting
place changed to Missoula.
Those who are expected to be pres
ent at the meeting art: Dr. Charles
H. Clapp, Dean C. W. Leaphart, and
Dean R. H. Jesse of the* State Univer
sity; Dr. Alfred Atkinson, State Col
lege at Bozeman; Dr. Francis A.
Thomson, State School of Mines, Bntte;
Dr. L. R. Light, State Normal College,
Dillon; Dr. Lynn B. McMullen, East
ern Montana Normal School, Billings;
Dr. Vande Vogart, Northern Montana
Agricultural and Manual Training
School, Havre; F. B. Linfield, Director
of the Experiment Station, Bozeman,
and J. lx Taylor o f the University Ex
tension Service.

Morris Silver, Missoula, a sopho
more in pre-medics, established a new
scholarship record by earning 70 grade
points for tbe winter quarter's work.
Eveline Blumenthal, Missoula, broke
the scholastic record in the autumn
quarter by making' 69 grade points.
Silver was second in the autumn quar
ter with 61 grade points.
Silver carried 25 credit hours of
study, which is approximately twice
the number carried by the average
Team Selected Will Meet U. of student. He received nearly a perfect
score in three science courses and two
Idaho, W . S. C. and
language courses.
Gonzaga.
Silver graduated from the Missoula
county high school in 1928 and was
Tryouts for the University of Idaho,
editor of tbe Konah, missoula high
Washington State college and Gonschool paper.
zaga college debate tour will be held
Tw o Finish With H onors; Three
In Main ball Monday, March 31, at
Teaching Certificates Are
7 :30 o'clock.
Resolved: ‘ That Dis
Granted.
armament Conferences Are Futile, is
the subject for the trials.
Thirteen students received degrees
Tbe main speeches will be limited
to seven minutes with a five-minute Survey of Fish Life in Georgetown from the University at the end o f the
winter quarter. Three of them re
rebuttal. A two-man team will be
Lake Is Body o t Paper.
ceived the University certificate of
selected to make the debate tour.
qualification to teach.
The debate tour will ■be made the
Dr. R. T. Young o f the biology de
The degree of bachelor of arts was
last, week In April.
partment recently completed a report
granted to : Faye M. Coney, Missoula.r
on the “ Biology o f Georgetown Lake In
biology; Josephine R. Graf, Bozeman,
Especial Reference to Fish Disease.” English; Reid T. Harmon, Price, Utah,
This was prepared at the request of Geology; Ralph W. Imlay, Reed Point,
the Montana Fish and Game Commis
geology; Martha Warne, Bntte, home
sion. At about tbe same time a sim
economics; Alton Z. Bloom, Miles City,
ilar survey was made o f Flathead music; Edward S. Chinske. Michigan
Three Montana Schools Accredited by lake. Victor E. Graham o f the Uni City, Indiana, physical education.
versity o f Wisconsin assisted in the
Association.
Esther DeHaven, Glasgow, William
work.
C. Orr, Dillon, and George B. Sehotte,
On the three visits made to the lake
Prof. Freeman Daughters o f the
Helena, received the bachelor o f arts
in 1929, a general examination of the
Education department returned last
degree in business administration.
hydrography, physics, chemistry and
week from Chicago where he attended
The degree o f bachelog •o f arts in
the annual meeting o f the North Cen botany was made. The bacteriological journalism was granted to John K.
samples were analyzed at Flathead,
tral accrediting association at the Ste
Rankin,
Hardin; Geraldine W. Wilson,
vens hotel/ More than 500 delegates lake.
Georgetown lake is located 20 miles Moore, and Benjamin F. Winans, Liv
attended the meeting, Prof. Daugh
ingston.
west o f Anaconda. It is the site of the
ters said.
Alton Z. Bloom, Edward S. Chinske
chief spawning station o f tbe Montana
As the representative from Montana Fish and Game commission.
and Martha Warne received Univer
Prof. Daughters reported on the Mon
Some disease has appeared in recent sity certificates of qualification to
tana schools asking to be recognized
years, so fear of an epidemic led the teach.
by the association. Three high schools
commission to start an investigation
Esther DeHaven and William C. Orr
were accredited at the meeting, Har
in order to prevent further loss o f fish. graduated with honors, fulfilling the
lem, Scobey and "Whitehall.
The cause o f the trouble appears to be requirement of having a B average
Members of accrediting associations a fungus which frequently attacks fish and passing a special examination for
in all parts o f tbe country were guests that have been injured lu some way.
honors.
o f the North Central association at
Dr. Young recommends that the in
this meeting.
fected fish be burned; that lightlyGreetings tq the association from the infected fish be treated with some
Northwestern association were extend disinfectant; If possible other spawn
ed by Prof. Daughters. The meeting ing grounds for grayling should be
opened with a banquet at tho Stevens found; deeper channels should be
hotel which served as headquarters ■dredged to avoid crowded; vegetation
(weeds), should be removed, thus Weekly “ U” News Letters Sent Out by
for the association.
Co-ed Journalists.
further reducing the likelihood of de
velopment o f fungus or other unfav
Members of Theta Sigma Phi are
orable conditions in the future.
A summary o f tbe conditions.which sending weekly University news let
they investigated shows that: an epi ters to the high school seniors in the
demic of mild proportions has occurred state. These news letters contain in
More Than One Thousand Individual during the past severs 1 seasons al formation regarding the Interscholastic
Subjects Make Up Exhibition.
though it shows no danger o f reach Track Meet to be held here in May, as
ing serious proportions. The depth, well as any other University news of
An art exhibit consisting entirely chemical character, temperature and interest to high school students. From
o t student works was put on display food supply have been found satis three to five stories are included in
each news letter.
yesterday in the studio ot the art de factory.
partment In Main hall.
Portraits and themes from modern
life - compose the contribution o f the
Advanced Drawing and Painting class.
Tbe Elementary Painting class is fea
turing for the first time drawings
Stapp and Erickson Will Meet Oregon University Here on April 5 ;
from life, as well as regular reproduc
Arms Conferences Subject.
tion work from photographs. The Ad
vanced Design class is represented by
Montana debaters will be engaged in three debates next month, ac
a group of model plays set Ju minia
ture. stages. The Elementary Design cording to Hugh L. Lindsey, debate coach. On April 5 the University
class features experimental work us o f Oregon will debate the University of Montana here on the question,
ing diagram in tints, neutralized tones Resolved: That the calling of limitation of arms conferences is not
and colors on black. The Advertising
justified. The cross examination method o f debate will be used.
Problems class lias contributed ex
amples featuring lettering and adver Albert Erickson and Sterling Stapp will represent Montana on tbe
tising showing monumental and five negative side of the question.
Tho School of Mines will debate the team will meet the Montana women’s
spacing qualities. The class in the
History o f Art will show a collection University of Montana here April 10 team composed of freshman and
depicting the historical periods.
sophomore women April 10 on the
on the question, Resolved: That lobby
All available space that tho Art de
disarmament question.
The debate
partment can afford is being covered ing is unnecessary to the operation of will be held in the afternoon before
with the work of the students. More our governmeut. The cross examina the students of the Sacred Heart acad
than 1,000 individual subjects will be tion method of debate will also be emy and Loyola high school.
used in this event with Montana tak
on display.
Montana has been offered an oppor
ing the negative side. George Martin tunity to debate coast teams such as
Leland Schoonover, junior in the and Steiner Larsen will represent the University o f Oregon and Oregon
Law school, is withdrawing from Montana.
state but a coast trip will not be made
school this week.
Eastern Montana Normal debate this year, according to Mr. Lindsey.

AWS Election DEBATE TRYOUTS
ARE SCHEDULED
Discussed at FOR NEXT MONDAY
Special Meet
Nominees Must Present Peti
tions at Next W eek’s
Regular Meeting.

The executive council meeting is
generally held in Helena, but Chan
cellor M. A. Brannon, knowing that sev
eral members o f the council besides
himself wished to attend the McLeod

THIRTEEN ARE
GRADUATED

Young Makes Report
For Game Association

Daughters Returns
From Education Meet

Theta Sigs Inform
High School Seniors

Student Art Work Is
On Display in Stadio

DEBATE TEAMS WILL ENGAGE IN
THREE CONTESTS WITHIN MONTH
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CLE VER PEOPLE-

K

Welcome back (o this here now col
lege, for this here now spring quarter.
I f you luive been wondering all year
why you came to school, you will find
out In the next few months; and your
respective guardians will probably look
at your grade slips and wonder why
they sent you.
Tha Bird's family reads this strip,
we hear, and since we hare so little
time, to write home, we beg to an*
nounce that we did quite well last
quarter, thank you.
One of the pitiful sights In this here

H E N H a rold L lo y d ’s p ictu re, “ W elcom e D a n g e r ’
w as show n at a Shanghai theatre recently, the audi
ence objected to the scenes in S an F r a n cis c o ’s China now college is the student who has
town. T h ey said these scenes w ere an insult to all Chinese
just received his handbook, trying to
they dem anded their m oney back and that the film be w ith  be nonchalant while be sneaks around
draw n fro m China. Chinese new spapers refu sed to take ads a corner to look at It.
f o r the p ictu re, theatre ow neres w ould n o t b ook it and the the
As Official Attention Caller, we wish
atre patrons w on their point.
to call your attention to the dande
N ow , consider ou r acceptance o f the -so-called college p ic lions in full blossom beside the man
tures. Students fo rm a large percentage o f tlje theatre p a t hole south o f Main-hall.
rons in m any towns. Th e average c o lle g pictu re gro ssly m is
Also we see by the University flag
represents college life and the m isrepresentations are not that Taft is still dead; and all day
am using. Som e o f us dism iss their inaccuracies w ith, “ p e r and all night, for some weeks now.
haps on larger cam puses the students d o dash around in p o w e r 
Speaking daintily, we saw, the oth
fu l roadsters, dressed a fe w m onths in advance o f the latest
er day, a Robin-Red-Bust.
fashion releases, to dance to the m usic o f nation-fam ous ja zz
ban ds.” P erh a ps . . .
And then again about the flag; If
Th e m a jority o f old er peop le w ho see these film s are n o t f a  the campus soldiers can’t take any
m iliar w ith college life. I t is v e r y likely that they accept the better care o f it we should disband
college film as a cross-section o f undergraduate life . The the It. O. T. C. and put in a squadron
class rush, the b ig gam e, cheerin g f o r d ear old Bingham , to rch  o f Boy Scouts. The Scouts take an
oath to honor the flag.
ligh t parades and an occasion al cock-tail p a rty p o r tr a y the sort
It would be nice to have a bunch
o f thing that y o u n g p eople d o f o r fo u r yea rs in ord e r to be
better p repared f o r life. A u th enticity is lent to these absurd of Scouts popping about. We could
ities b y taking shots on w ell-know n cam puses. I t d o e s n ’t fit. use them for caddies, and they could
caddy for their doily good turn.
E ven i f w e d o n ’t organize ou r distaste f o r such pictu res, it
w ould be encouraging to know that m ost students are disgusted' Tony Sarg and his Marionettes were
w ith these fa lse portrayals. T h e discou ragin g truth, how ever, very good. The finale to the last act
is that w e are strivin g to becom e the H o lly w o o d v ersion o f was enough to make us believe in
giants from now on.
“ Collegiate C ollegia n s.”

S

KA- I M I N

As if the Spring Handicap, and Golf
Weather, and picnics complete with
Record Broken.
ants were not enough; now Fanchon
C H O L A R S H IP r ecord s at M ontana last abou t as lo n g
and Marco are coming to town in the
as endurance fly in g record s but th ey d o show w hat can middle of each week, full of ideas;
be done. M orris Silver, a sophom ore pre-m ed ic student, to further wreck the spring grades.

Friday,-March 28,

Brevity

Communication

Published semi-weekly by the Associated Students of the University
of Montana.

BLANCHE COPPO

MONTANA

Warren Phelan, a student in the
Gordon Rognlicu, A. S* U. M. presl School o f Pharmacy, withdrew at the
Dear Editor:
I wonder if our. dear Alma Mater dent, is extending his vacation to In end o f the winter quarter to assist his
ever heard of a subject entitled "Care clude visits to Butte, Helena, Great father on his ranch at Chinook.
of the American Flag," by anyone that Falls and several other cities of the
happened to write it? I f so, why, may state. He expects to return in time
Miss Isabel Duncan o f White Sul
v
I ask, has the University been so kind for classes next Monday.
phur Springs withdrew from school
as to carry out President IIoov
at the end o f the winter quarter.
Rose Dougherty, Butte, Dorothy
proclamation on the thirty days
John Jarussi, brother o f Florence
tional mourning for ex-Prosldent Taft? Duval, Anaconda, Ethel Anderson,
They put the flag at half mast: 0. K. Wisdom, and Olive Fitzgerald, Living Jarussi, a junior Jn the School of
ston,
have
returned
to
school
for
the
Pharmacy, has resigned his position
BUT, It’s been up over since, day and
Spring quarter.
with the Nebro Drug company o f Butte
night, through rain, sleet and snow.
to go to Red Lodge.
We have a unit known as R. O. T. C.
Mrs. W. T. Belcher o f Seattle,
How can they sit by twiddling their
province secretary o f Delta Gamma
Alice Doull, a freshman in the School
thumbs while the symbol that their
sorority, arrived Wednesday noon and o f Pharmacy, spent the week-end at
training is based on is being utterly
will
spend
several
days
as
a
guest
at
her
home in Butte.
Insulted ?
the chapter house.
>
suggestion, please: I think It
Miss Grace Barnett, Montana gradu
would be a good idea for this B. O. T.
Rowe Morrell, former student, re ate, is taking post-graduate work in
C. unit to appoint three men every turned from Washington, D. C., to
history this quarter.
week, to act as color bearer and enter school this quarter.
guards. Their sole duties would be
to raise the flag in the morning, and
T H E G R IZ Z L Y
Kerron Chapman, a junior In the
lower it in the evening, or when oc
BARBERS
School o f Pharmacy, spent the week
casion demands. Think it over, some
end visiting friends near Stevensvllle.
frill help you keep that good
body, and maybe we can be helped to
appearance.
realize what the American flag really
John Suchy, assistant professor in
Under First Natl. Bank
stands for.
the
School
of
Pharmacy,
was
the
guest
Also, maybe the band could cooper
2. E. Mollett, dean o f the School
ate and appoint a bugler to make the
ceremony more impressive. It would
raise the prestige o f the University struggled along on Probation most o f
his days. Both diplomas were the
during Track Meet, If such respect and
same.
consideration were shown to "Our
Flag.”
Professors who might read this
Also, an Impressive ceremony could
be performed on national holidays, etc. would dismiss it saying "Simply an
undergraduate
view.” Students who
Why not make our campus something
that will attract people o f the state, might overhear them might dismiss
them
by
saying
"Simply a pedagogical
Instead of the "Down Town” having
all opportunities to be in the limelight? view.”
I don’t think that the Oval would be
And there you are.
damaged much if gatherings, sponsored

During the spring quarter the
sence committee will meet on Wee
day afternoons from 4:15 to 5 :3o
stead o f on Monday afternoong a
the past two quarters. Wednea
April 2, will be the first meeting
the spring quarter.

Co-eds Choose
TH E

N E W GRILL
CAFE

for
"G ood Eats"
M idw ay between Elite
and Higgins

T ee off
in style!

by the University and the city, where
by public gatherings could wind up
with a few speeches on our grounds.
Give it a thought.
Thank you.
FRED MANDERXACK, ’33.

W h e n you’ re on
the course, let good
form extend to your
watch.
A wrist
watch, o f course—
for convenience, for
c o m fo r t. M o st
sportsmen prefer
the sturdy, depend
able Gruen Guild
W atch es w e are
now showing.

Y o u can let 'em go in the
winter months hut they must

SHINE
OrM. O w *i» CM

in tbt Spring.

OltarXra, M M J V i. tO J O

Mickey Mouse. Sunday nights at the j
W e put a shine on your shoes
Wilma are made worthwhile even if |
that lasts.
the show is Rudy Vallee.
The Psychology department had
better get busy and advertise for a
few track men. Are you ambitious
and barrel-chested?

10

|of Pharmacy, at the Lions club lunch; eon Monday noon.

BORG JEW ELRY &
O P T IC A L CO.

Montana Shoe Shining
Parlor
Three Doors North Smith’s Drug Co.

Since the new University require
ments have gone Into effect we are
moved to observe that although the
mass makes the law o f averages;
here the averages make the mass. If
yon feel like making an A, simply re-1
member that you are forcing an F on j
someone else.

takes the honors this qu arter and sets a new scholarsh ip re c
Do you remember away back when
ord. M orris, ca rry in g tw en ty-five hours o f academ ic w ork,
We remember the startled look on j
some chap paid $7.70 to take his girl
earned seventy grade points, thereby breaking E veline B lu- to Bio Rita?
the face of a graduate who had made I
a B flush, when he compared his di-1
m enthal’s record o f sixty-nine g ra d d poin ts established last
The best thing going just
is ploma with that of a student who
fa ll quarter.
S ilver w as second in the scholarsh ip race fa ll qu arter when
he scored sixty-one g r a d e ,p o in ts . T h e idea o f com petition
m ay have spurred him on to fir s t place this quarter.
One ov ert phase o f the con ten ders’ surroundings is alike.
B oth students’ hom es are in M issoula. A conclu sion could
alm ost be draw n fro m this, that the hom e atm osphere is m ore
p rovoca tive f o r concentrated study.
It looks bad i f w e fin d it h ard to stay on the ra g g e d edge
when other students are m aking such strides. B u t it is p ro m 
isin g to fin d real students am ong us.

T H E A M E R IC A N B A RBE R SHOP,
and B E A U T Y P A R L O R
Welcomes the students back to the University and to our
place o f business.
“ W e Cut Y ou r Hair to Suit Y ou ”
Corner Higgins and Broadway
Phone 3469

...o n the screen i t 's C H A R M /

NEW GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
COURSE WILL BE OPENED

BECK VISITS.
James Beck, law, ’29, is visiting
friends in Missoula for a few days be
fore he continues his trip from Seattle
to Chicago where he will enter the
.legal department of the Lumberman's
Mutual Insurance company.

A course in "Geological Survey” is
being offered this quarter by J. H.
Ramsklll, associate professor o f for
estry. It is open only to geology
majors.

A FEW OF TH E
ILUE as litmus paper I •
' low in the brow . . . bo
to the feet. . ."Render*
your heart with thi»
folk-song gone cuckoo! At your Victoi
dealers •.. N ote!
All the latest hits...on genuine Victw
Records. Swing into a clinch with tbes«
famous Victoraancc arrangements. Th<
greatest orchestras...the best tslent..
m every field record for-Victor 1
Ask your local dealer to play you thu
list*,.T O D A Y !

B A R G A IN S

ry 7

A T O U R REM ODELING

SALE
CAMPUS CORDS $3.95
COLLEGE SLICKERS
Yellow, Black, Olive
The regular $5.50 grade at

...in a cigarette it's

Ta s t e /

$3.95
Also Bargains in
Suits, Sweaters, Knickers,
Shirts, Oxfords.
Everything in the Store at Big Reductions.
See Our Windows.

M E R IT IS SURE to rise.” Make a dgarette o f
better quality, o f richer aroma aud finer fra
grance — and all the world will find ic out.
Witness Chesterfield’s popularity, growing
every day. N o flash in the pan, but enduring
popularity — earned by giving smokers the
one thing they want:

“ TA STE abo ve everythin g

MILD . . . and y«t
THEY SATISFY

22298—S T . I A M B S I N 
F I R M A R Y and WHEN YOU
SMILE—JCuajr Oliver's Orchestra
22299 —S T . J A M E S
I N F I R M A R Y and AFTER
YOU’VE GONE — Cene Austin
22285 — M Y L O V B
P A R A D E and NOBODY’ S
U S IN G I T N O W — Mamrlca
Chevalier
22291 — C O N G R A T U L A 
T I O N S —Not. Shllkrol and
Victor Orchestra—and FUNNY*
DEAR, WHAT LOVE CAN DO
—Wayna King and Orchestra
32379—* T A I N T N O S I N
_ Georg* OUsnondHis Musta and
YOU CAN’T UNDERSTAND
-H ig h Hatters
1448—R I O R I T A o>«i ONLY
A ROSE—Richard Crooks

A IL TH E MUSIC YOU WAN

O h esterfield

FINE TURKISH end DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CROSS-BLENDED

© 1929, Liggett At Myers Tobacco Co.

W H EN

YDU W AN T!'

onL

\ 7 lC T O B
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Society
Kappa Sip Firwide.
Members of Kappa Sigma fraternity
otertained with a fireside at the
bapter house on Friday evening. Miss
Secile Sughrue and Mr. Ernest Erkkiln
:CTt chaperons. Representatives from
number o f the fraternities were
uests.
Phi Delt Open-House,
phi Delta Theta entertained with
Q open-house fireside last Saturday
vening at the chapter house. Repre
entatives from several fraternities
:ere present The music was furnished
y Lowndes Maury.
About forty
ouplee attended and the invited guests
reit George Schotte, Russell Smith
nd Carl Rankin.
South Hall Fireside.

The Sooth hall dub entertained at
fireside last Friday evening at South
all Music was furnished by three
aen from South hall. Chaperons were
Miss Hnzeltluo Byrd, Miss Mary
Irs. Mildred Stone and Dean Stone, Byrd, Miss Catherine White, Professor
approximately 60 couples enjoyed the Harry Turney-High and Gordon Mac
donald were dinner guests at the
Kappa Alpha Theta house Sunday.

FOUR GOLF CLUB AND
BAG SETS

$10
RACKETS

$2.75
All new stock.

MONTANA

KAIMIN

‘dance, including representatives from Fehlharber has been teaching at Rimini
to return to school after vacation be
various fraternities.
for the past two years.
cause of the Illness of her mother.
Jean expects to return Sunday.
D. S. L. Fireside.
Miss Elsie Emlngcr add Miss Ceclle
Delta Sigma Lambda were hosts at Sughrue were dinner guests at the
ft^rs. F. C. Kaatz, Shelby, was a
a fireside Monday evening at the chap Alpha Chi Omega house Wednesday.
guest of her daughter, Eleanor, over
ter house. Mr. and Mrs. Ed Thomas
the week-end.
were chaperons. Music wns furnished
Martha Sherman spent the vacation
by Ray Beaudette’s orchestra. About
Mrs. A. K. Prescott, Helena, spent
at her home in Hamilton.
20 couples enjoyed the dance.
the week-end visiting Mrs. F. K. Turn
er at Corbin hall. *Gladys Ping, •Hardin, has returned
S. A. E. Entertains.
Mr. and Mrs. Hay, Philipsburg, spent
A fireside was given by the members to the University for the Spring quar
the week-end with their daughter,
of Sigma Alpha Epsilon on Friday ter.
Luclle Brown, at Corbin hall.
evening. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Ross and
Mrs. Flint, Wolf Point, has been
Mr. and Mrs. Reid Harmon were
Maxine Davis, Dorothy Gordon,
visiting her daughter, Cleo, at the
chaperons.
Alpha Chi Omega house since last Jeanette’ Mellon, Leola Stevens and
Marlon
Cline visited in Poison between
Thursday.
Mrs.
Flint
is
leaving
for
Iv. D. Fireside.
her home today.
quarters.
Kappa Delta entertained at an in
formal fireside at the chapter house
Mary Alice Murphy and Dorcus Cun
Miss Natalie Scheuch was a dinner
Monday evening. Mrs. Jeanette Lange
guest at the Kappa Kappa gamma ningham spent vacation in Butte.
wns chaperone.
house Saturday.
Joy Browning was a guest of Kath
Mrs. Dyer, Sheridan, spent the
Tom Rowe, George Bovington, Deane ryn Coe at her home in Dixon between
week-end with her daughter, Eleanor, Jones, Carl Rankin and Raddlffe quarters.
at the Kappa Alpha Theta house.
Maxey were dinner guests at the
Kappa Kappa Gamma house Monday.

Sigma Kappa announces the pledging
[ Marjorie Wakefield, Forsyth, has
WHO W AN TS A
Ireturned to the University after being o f Dorothy Johnson, Missoula.
out the winter quarter.
G O O D W H OOPIE
Mrs. Gilbert Van Auken, Syracuse,
CHEAP?
Mrs. James Bailey, housemother at New York, Alpha Chi Omega national
the Alpha X i Delta house, visited her president, visited the local chapter I
A small sedan with 1930 license.
from
last
Thursday
until
last
Satur
nephew, Bill Johnson, in Hamilton
day.
Good tires, new battery and
Wednesday.

The Office Supply Co.

Valarah Jelly spent the vacation at
her home In Glasgow.
Jim Speer visited his home in Great
Falls between quarters.

Betty Foote who went to Helena
John Morris left for his home in
• William Wallinder visited his home during the vacation will not return Fort Benton. He will not return for
spring quarter.
in Havre between quarters.
Catherine Barney spent vacation
with her brother In Spokane.

The
Blue

Vandella Johnson visited her sister,
Sylvia, In Lewlstown during vacation.

Parrot
Tea Room

25% off
on
LA D IE S’
HANDBAGS
Underarm and pouch
styles o f finest leathers.

guaranteed to ran.
Katherine Leary who is teaching in
Miss Dorothy Fehlharber, who at
Paradise spent the week-end at the
tended school here in 1927-28, has en Kappa Delta house.
rolled for the spring quarter. Miss

until Sunday due to an attack of In
fluenza.

Jack O’Brien spent vacation in Butte.

Thelma Williams spent vacation vis
iting friends in Sheridan.

Raymond Kibbel, Frank Borg, Kelly
Skeels and Gordon MacDonald were
Everett Nelson, Fred Compton, Wil
dinner guests at the Kappa Alpha liam Wade, William Darcy and Milt
Theta house Friday.
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Anderson were visitors at their homes Sylvia Is a graduate of the University
In Helena between quarters.
and is teaching In the Lewlstown high
school.
Phyllis Kreycik was a guest of Mary
Squires of Sterensville during vaca
Constance Spoklie was a guest o f
tion.
Alice Nelson of Hamilton during the
«•
Alfred Dablberg, Dick O’Malley and vacation.

ST A R GARAGE

Priced from $4 up

Is the place where the
students like to eat—
Music helps to make the meal
hours enjoyable—
Dancing makes that hour seem
like 15 minutes.
Come in for our regular meals.
Short, orders or special dinners,
and we will try to please you

H A R K N E SS
D R U G STORE

in every way.

Corner Pine and Higgins

One Block from U

Phone 3231

University Ave.

Phone 4740

A b e tte r
f i t m e a n s ,,
a return to health and comfort
for your feet, sbapiier shoes,
greaterstyie. Oar X-Ray service
is the last word in shoe fitting
tbemambtr our motto T b oy must fit*

it’s FREE!

M e s o u ia M ercantm

Jean Paterson, Conrad, was not able

COLLEGIATE“TOPPIECES”
•are our specialty. Send your soiled hats down and see what
our new hat cleaning and blocking department can d o . '
LAUNDERERS AND CLEANSES

N e w Fa s h io n s for

M ISSO U LA L A U N D R Y CO.
W e Strive to Please
Phone 3118

SPIKING

SPECIAL
Something New in Ladies' Bags
Beautiful Styles and Colors

Y T THAT though*the air is a bit
V V chill and the wind blows a trifle
too bruskly? Spring is here; at any
rate, her harbingers are, in the form
of fascinating new clothes. Ensem
bles — suits — coats— frocks—sports
costumes— millinery—footwear—underthings — accessories— a complete
new trend that emphasizes feminine
charm— from which to assemble the
charming clothes you will wear this
spring—and you’ ll find prices here
entirely to your liking.

One Lot at 89c
One Lot at $1.49.
W hile They Last

P U B L IC D R U G STORE
Florence Hotel

GREEKS— FO R M E M O R Y ’S S A K E
Your fraternity initiation group picture.
We are experts in group work and w ill make the pictures at
your home or in our studio.
8x10 ‘pictures at special prices.
Appointments evening and Sundays.

The Ensemble Is

C O L V IL L E S T U D IO

With Us fo r Keeps

PHONE 2028

Spring Frocks That Emphasize

—-if one is to judge by the number, variety and
beauty o f these newest arrivals. And a more prac
tical style was never created. With short, threequarter, seven-eighths and full length coats. With
tuck-in and over-blouses. In woolens and silks and
combinations. Endless variety. $19*75 to $69.50

the Sculptured Silhouette
The silhouette o f the day is the one that
is moulded to the figure and our collection
o f “ sculptured” frocks is one to command
your admiration and approval. Truly fash
ionable — and very becoming.
In silk
crepes, prints, chiffons, light weight wools
— modern, sophisticated and delight
ful in every way.
$9*75 to $49,50

A ll the Chic Coats Have
That Pinched-In Look
Pinched in at the waist, flaring at the hem. giving
them a decidedly new and swagger air. Reefer
collars and subtle seams are added for chic. Some
with capes. Some with capelets. Once in a while
a belt. In pure w ool tweeds, nubby or ombre ef
fect, in every lively spring color, as well as the
m ore conservative shades.
$16.50 to $69.50

"Remember the Little
D e t a i l s S a y s Fashion

New Quarter is similar to a voystudents o f Montana do
not have to face the uncertainties
that the Merchant o f Venice did—

It’s a big season for fashions— and it’s
the little things that count.
Acces
sories— by these shall your smartness
be determined. The jewelry in its
relation to the, costume. The gloves
and stockings o f subtle color. The
right scarf for the tailored suit. The
harmonizing hand bag.
The jolly
matching handkerchief. Yes, even the
powders and rouges. Little, yes, but
looming big in the eyes o f smart w om 
en whose goal is perfection, which is
why they make the M. M. Co. their
goal. ' A t insignificant prices.

This bank is here to assure your sta
bility for the next quarter's sailing..

W E ST E R N M O N T A N A
N A T IO N A L B A N K

Try our Hosiery Mending Service. The
work is perfection itself, done prompt
ly and at trifling cost.

N ew Lingerie
in the New Manner
Lingerie in the new silhouette,
so important when the spring
wardrobe comes under con
sideration. A perfect founda
tion for the figure-fitting frock,
for* they are cut on harmon
izing lines. Chemises, bloom 
ers, panties, step-ins, slips and
dance sets, o f crepe de chine,
georgette, crepe satin or rayon,’
and in colors captivating in
deed. Some rely on cut alone
for trimming, others adopt
laces— all are as moderately
priced as they are lovely.

T o Cap the Climax o f Y our
Spring Costume—A New H at
Like an exclamation point o f smartness— a modern
spring hat. With its sophisticated line— its assured
chic— its unusual cut. Choose yours in lace— rib
bon— in shiny or
sheer straws — in
fabric— in tweed.
Hats that go up
on the forehead—
hats with uneven
brims— hats with
draped crowns—
every new con
ceit — every new
color. $5 to $15

MissoulaMf.rcantii.kCo.

THE
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SENTINEL PICTURES
NEAR COMPLETION
Tho last picture# for the Sentinel
will be taken March 31. The men’s
swimming teams and track pictures
will be taken on this date.

MONTANA

TWELVE ELECTED TO MEMBERSHIP
IN MASQUERS' ORGANIZATION

supplying the requirements of Missoula nevertheless this issue, the l&i
firms. Last fall a similar situation Kalmin ever printed, Is still not 1
Due to the unprecedented demands was confronted and it was believed at enough.
for advertising space we were again that time that adequate facilities had
Patronize Kalmin Advertisers.
forced to close the forms without fully been provided to prevent a recurrence,
TO OUR

Richard Roracrsa, ’20, a graduate of
the School of Pharmacy, is taking a
week’s vacation from his position in
Butte ns pharmacist for the Henry
Pharmacy. Mr. Romersa has occupied
Initiation Will Be Held Early Spring Quarter; Pucnic Planned by
this position since his graduation*

•

Everybody Eats

Sally Ann Bread
and Products
Clean and Crumbiest

T A Y L O R 8 HILL
BAKERY
Phone 3388

Friday, March "28/ 1*

KAIMIN
a d v e r t is e r s ;

Group.

Twelve students were elected to membership in the Montana Mas
quers at the last meeting o f the winter quarter, Thursday, March 20.
The new members': Miriam Barnhill, Regine Bertling, Velma Dye,
Frances Faick, Clifton Hcmgren, Charles M. Johnson, Michael Ken
nedy, Aune Kortes, John C. McKay, Harold Shaw, Edna Tait and
Betty Torrence will be initiated sometime during the early part of
this quarter. This addition to tho Masquers has swelled the present
membership to 46 students.

CORRECT APPAREL
FO R S P R IN G

‘
Activity for the Masquer group was |------------------------------------—
outlined during the meeting. It Is
planned to design a new pin for tho
Y ou G o
Montana Masquers and a committee
was appointed to draw up designs to
Campus Views Obtained
submit for a new emblem. The com
From Airplane.
mittee consists o f Gretchcn Qayhart,
chairman, Frances Faick and Curtis
“ I’m Flying High’’ might have been
Barnes. Another committee was chos
the theme song of their trip. At any
en to formulate plans for a Masquers
rate, the two University students who
picnic or field day for the spring quar
went on a picture-taking flight over
ter. The committee is composed of
Missoula and vicinity a week ago last
Marie Bell, Betty Torrence, Melvin
Monday felt that they were flying
Bawn, George Hillman and William
high when they looked out o f tho
Brown.
windows o f their machine. They rode
In a six-passenger cabin 'plane belong
ing to the Johnson Flying Service,
WINCHESTER
Inc., and some o f the pictures they
TEN N IS R A C K E TS obtained are reproduced In the literary
$2.98
supplement of this issue of the Kalmin.
The pictures were taken by Ace
G OLF SETS
Woods o f Dorian’s Studio. Blanche
Coppo
and Ed Becker, editor and busi
$6.95
ness manager o f the Kalmin, were the
BARTHEL
two seekers o f aerial views. Vic John
son piloted the plane, and he was ac
HARDW ARE
companied by Bob Johnson, flying
115 East Main St.
school proprietor. The group remained
Across street from Telephone
In the air for about half an hour and
Building.
secured bird’s eye pictures o f down
town Missoula as well as o f the campus
and ML Sentinel.

Kodak As

CO-EDS
Welcome Back,

W e’ re waiting for you to come in now and
get re-acquainted, because we want to
introduce you to the
N E W EST— S M A R T E S T

Spring Apparel and
Millinery

HATS
K N O X 8 BYRON
Showing Newest Shades

$5.00 to $10.00

SH IRTS
Latest Styles and
Colorings at

$1.95 and Up

Shown in this wonderful state o f ours.
NOTICE.

And girls, here’s a real fact— W e offer the

Fees for the spring quarter mutt
J bo paid before noon Saturday,
1 March 29. A late registration fine
! i« charged per day for feet not
paid by this date.

BIG G EST STOCKS
BIGGEST A S SO R TM E N T S
N o T w o Alike
and L O W E S T PRICES

NOTICE.
All members enrolled In R. O. T.
C. must appear in full uniform at
'.he Monday 3 o’clock drill period
March 81.
CAFT. THOM A 8 DAVIS.

Agency for the W orld’s Finest Silk Hosiery

“GOLD STRIPE”-“O N Y X ”
Also Be Sure and See Our Big Assortments in

Silk Undies, Purses, Scarfs, Smocks,
Rainwear, Leather Jackets, Skirts,"
Sweaters and Blouses.

j
I

SUITS a n d TOPCOATS
In th e SPRING Manner
Discerning eyes will note the superiority o f these excellent Suits
and Topcoats. Their fine fabrics and finished tailoring make
them popular with Clothes-Wise Men. W e have every size.
S U IT S in the new Spring
Styles and Patterns. Tans,
Blues and Greys.

T O P C O A T S in the new
Tweeds and Herringbone ef
fects.
Raglan or set in
sleeves.

$24.75 to $45.00

$14.75 to $34.75

T IE S
Sparkling and Cheerful
New Spring Patterns

$1.00 to $3.50

HOSE
The New French
Heel
in all the latest Spring
shades with silk pecot
top.
Chiffon__$1.65, $1.95
Service W eight__ $1.50

W ilson Bros.— Buffer
and Fancy Patterns

Choicest Meats
Hams, Bacon, Lard. Poultry,
Fish and Oysters
Call at the

M ISSO U LA
M ARKET
126 Higgins Ave.

BREECHES

50c to $1.50

For riding or hiking.

SW E A T E R S

Leather trimmed or

In Slip-on Styles, with
or without Sleeves. All
Colors and Sizes.

plain.

$3.95 to $17.50

$2.-95 to $5.00

Phones 2197-2198

W HERE C O -E D M EETS CO -ED

STA T E U N IV E R S IT Y O F M O N T A N A

Spring Quarter Students
Welcome to Our Campus
M AKE Y O U R H E A D Q U A R T E R S A T T H E

Associated Students’ Store

John Nfiaaft

This store is the official Students’ Store Store. A ll books and
supplies needed by students are carried here. W e buy them
on requisitions from instructors, so in buying your books
here you are assured o f getting the right editions o f all books
for your classes.
We are on the Campus and Convenient.
We are a Student Owned Store.
W e devote all profits to Student Activities.
We supply Fountain Ink Free.
We conduct Lost and Found Department Free.
We open early and close after all classes are out.
We sell you stamps.
We provide a pencil sharpener free.
We supply you with blotters, blank checks, etc., free.
We cash your checks.
W e assure you o f prompt service.
^ e jd q m a n y o t h e r l i t t l e t h in g s t o m a k e YOUR ST A Y
W IT H US A PL E A SA N T ONE AS W E L L AS SU PPLYIN G Y O U W IT H
T H E COLLEGE NECESSITIES SPECIPIED B Y T H E IN S T R U C T O R S
OF O U R U N IV E R S IT Y .

See Us First.

Associated Students’ Store

F or Yvonne’ s feeble (strength was spent after an hour’ s flight across
the ice-pack.
“ Them ain’t dogs, w om an!” laughed the sheriff. “ Them’s your boy
friends. They bark like bloodhounds because they don’t smoke OLD
GOLD, the honey-smooth cigarette made from queen-leaf tobacco
. . . . . better have ’ em change to it and save yourself a lot o f unnec
essary alarm, m y gaL”

OLD GOLD
FASTEST GROWING CIGARETTE IN HISTORY.. .NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD
O n you r "Radio. . •OLD GOLD—PAUL WHITEMAN HOUR* Paul W hitem an and com plete orchestra • • • every Tuesday, 9 to 10 P. M ., Eastern Standard T im e

STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA.

RANCH SON'S
BLIZZARD

MISSOULA, MONTANA, FRIDAY, MARCH 28, 1930.

MARIE

SU N N Y JIM

By John Ludlow.

By William fir own

VOLUME X X I X , NO. 43

.THE SON W H O W A S
SATAN

By Robert Struckman
From South Marshall, Strowski , Sunny Jim was lazy. He was
turned down an alley-like street delightfully lazy. He was just a
In the land where all was good
where the sign, General Oils, dis “ no-good” nigger that didn’t have there lived a tall woman. About
appears behind an ugly building a care in the world, unless it was her she saws others of her kind,
o f the “ blase eighties.” That sign his unquenchable thirst for “ white and there was not one who ever
embodied for Strowski what he mule.”
did wrong. In those days, so re
meant by “ up-town.”
F or six
He was tall, singularly tall for a markably long ago, folks could see
blocks he passed Epstein's Brasses, nigger. His perfect teeth were clearly, and were so arranged that
Orloff’s Second-Hand, and the always in evidence because of. his they did right as a matter of po
Madame Elsie bootleg millinery, continuous, lazy smile. His tall, liteness. Now this woman was a
and the shops of the Epsteins, Or- angular body, smiling face and bit-queer, and one day when she
loffs, and Madame Elsie’s German, huge feet seemed to breathe an air had a son born to her, it also was
Jewish, and French relations. Six of good-natured shiftlessness.
queer. She loved it deeply. She
blocks behind him, he could hear
JpJver since I was five years old invented a name for it, and called
an elevated making a roaring and I bad heard of Sunny Jim. I f I the son Satan.
clicking sound as it sped over the was lax in doing chores or school
The queerness of this child was
street intersections— the far-off work he was always thrown up to not apparent at once. The mother
noise of another “ up-town” famil me as an example of what I might cared for it and brought it up in
iarity. Then, in the sounds that grow up to be. But for all his the way of all that was right.
followed— the grating noise that bad traits he was the best-natured When nights came and the boy was
old-fashioned windows make, the human being I ’ve ever known. He sleepy she murmured a small song.
bleating conversation of sixteen na didn’t keep his joviality to him When he fell asleep she looked at
tionalities, and the warning-bells self, however. He spread it wher him a long time and felt his weight
that tinkle on every door up and ever he went.
in her arms, and her love was' a
down the street—he located him
I remember one sultry afternoon mighty miracle that pushed the
When the snow finally stopped self in the foreign section. In the in August. I was too hot to waste world away. In the morning she
coming down, the men dug deep seventh block, the iron railings of energy
filing. But Jim came took him from his bed and mar
trails, crisscrossing back and forth the basement stairways jut out down Main street smiling like a veled at the awakening intelligence
through the fields. The walls of crude arabesque faneywerk over father over a first-born son. He she could see in his eyes. She
the trails were so high I could not the sidewalk. There is a simple was drunker than usual. He pro raised her face in thanks for him
see over them—only when Dad steel-grey plaque— Mile. Renard-- ceeded to go throiigh several and adored him.
lifted me up in his strong arms. on the fourth railing.
As the boy grew he learned rap
shambling minstrel steps that he’d
A t first there was nothing around
One can enter Mile Renards from learned years before. Then he sat idly. In mischief he advanced be
at all— only the smooth, white a south or north stairway that down on the main corner in town yond the children of the neighbor
levelness. But Dad knew where joined together, like a V, below. and began to sing. People stopped hood. His mother, looking at him
most of the sheep were, and finally On the north stairway, one usually and smiled—then laughed— then through eyes which had seen only
his shovel cut into one under the stumbled over a jardiniere and a roared. For Jim had an immense good, saw only the usual mischief.
snow. I was with him when he brood of empty tomato-cans pest store of comical songs. Of course Neighbors not quite so blind began
found it. It was stiff, and cold- ling to its side, each bearing a he drew a crowd. And with the to consider him a nuisance. At
looking, and Dad said it was very puny nasturtum plant that never crowd came the inevitable police the age of four he was discovered
dead.
stood upright, but drooped slov man that accompanies all such in the next-door chicken house
For the next few days that was enly to the dry earth to which it gatherings. He started to “ run cracking eggs as fast as he could.
all the men did— dig out the dead was attached. On the south stair- Jim in ” for disturbing the peace. When his mother scolded him he
By Tern Haugland

It was in the middle of May.
The snow had been gone for al
most a month; we had thought the
winter was surely over. And then
the blizzard came, raging down out
o f the hills. Dad said he was glad
the sheep were close by, so there
wouldn’t be so much trouble tend
ing them. I was glad, too; I liked
the sheep to be near the house
where I could hear them all day
long.
The storm lasted for two days,
the snow coming down in bunches,
almost. Dad worried about the
sheep all the time, but I was hop
ing the blizzard would last for
ever. It was such a thrill to be out
in it— to plow through the soft
thickness of it. It made you very
wet to wade in it. Dad and the
hired men spent most of their time
out there, trying to keep the sheep
alive.

(Continued on Page 2)
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FROM FLANDERS TO THE
CHAMPAGNE

By Adolph Zech
From afar rolls the thunder o f
a thousand guns, it rolls like waves
o f a heavy sea: broken, yet lasting,
decreasing, gaining— but never
ceasing. Thousands o f guns spit
their deadly fire against men, into
towns, forests and fields.
W e march. F or two days and
two nights we march from Fland
ers to the Champaigne; through
wrecked towns, along muddy roads,
past devastated fields. There is
no house, no tree: all is erased
from the ground. A ll growth is
stopped, all life has vanished. Deso
lation everywhere. W h ere'a few
years ago men plowed the sod,
where flourishing wheat fields
yielded abundant harvests, where
contentment reigned and happiness
dwelt, there are now shell holes,
trenches, wire entanglements and
graveyards.
W e march south, my comrades
and I. Eight thousand men, re
leased from bitter weeks at the
trenches, march to find another
battlefield. To our right groan the
guns. No one seems to mind that.
Yet the steady drumming wears
on the nerves, it flogs the mind,
tears on each fibre and accelerates
the blood. W e know what it means
to be there. Only three days ago
we lay in^hell holes martyred by
heavy fire. W e saw men die, men
suffer, men lose their minds. Now
we hear the death-concert from the
distance. But those scenes do not
vanish. Those pictures return to
the imagination. W e live those
days over and over while we march
along silently.
To my mind some pictures re
turn again and again. They mock
the will, defy determination, re
volve like a wheel endlessly, un
ceasingly. It is night. The firing
ceases. I hear the groan of a man
in pain: a long, drawn note of
agony. I crawl toward him and
find a wounded soldier in a shell
hole. By the light o f a flare I rec
ognize Werner Hanschel, my
friend. I see sweat on his face;
but God! his belly is torn open;
all is a bloody mass. His entrails
lie partly in the dirt, torn, wrapped
around his hand. He is conscious
and recognizes me. “ God— Albert
— help me— kill me, please, kill
me! I can’t live— the pain— . ”
“ But Werner, I can’t kill you.
I ’ll carry you to the station.”
“ No— don ’t— it w on’t be long.
Take my rifle— shoot me through
the head— I suffer.”
“ Werner, don’t make me do
that. Anything but that, old pal.”
“ Then Albert, give me the rifle.
Place it here— put a shell in it.
That is right— the muzzle against
my head. I can reach the trigger.
Thanks.
Now go— Albert, go.
Goodby— . ”
W hy always this scene? W hy
those begging eyes, and why the
sound of “ kill me, please kill m e?”
I must think of something else.
It is May. A railroad station is
crowded with people. The trans
port-train is waiting. Two thous
and young men— mere children,
eighteen, nineteen years old, taken
from homes, from work shops and
from school benches— and ready to.

be shipped to the front. In their
eyes flames the spirit o f youth, n
spirit that knows no defeat. They
dream o f achievement and reward,
and soon march to glory. A s we
now march, sixteen months later,
heads bent down, pale faces with
staring eyes, tired feet shuffling
along the road— .
On the platform stands a young
soldier. His uniform is too large
fo r his frail body. He is pale. His
large eyes gaze into space. There
is no one tp wish him farewell, no
one to encourage him. But he is
not afraid. There is only some
thing that tells him: “ You w on’t
come ba ck !” A n inaudible voice
spoken by an invisible being: a
message from the spirits reminding
a living that his hours arc meas
ured, that the invisible hand o f
destiny looms above his head.
Weeping mothers hold their sons
in their arms. Sisters hold their
brothers’ hands. Sweethearts with
eyes red from weeping gaze into
the eyes o f their lovers. Fathers
urge their sons to bravefy, to
courage and self-respect.
The boys are adorned with flow
ers.
Flowers emerge from the
muzzles o f their rifles; they have
flowers in their buttonholes, on
their helmets— roses, forget-menots, lilacs. W hy not lilies? Lilies
are for the dead, but these boys are
living. They will come back— all
o f them.
There is Werner Hanschel and
his parents. He is paler than
usual. One hand rests upon his
mother’s shoulder. She holds his
steel helmet and his father his rifle.
The wind ruffles W erner’s hair.
His mother strokes it back and
looking into his eyes says: “ D on ’t
forget to write, my b o y ; every day,
W erner.” Then she weeps. But
Werner is strong. He dries his
mother’s tears, jokes and laughs to
calm h er.. His father is silent. To
see his only son, his only child go
to the front is hard on the man.
The train leaves. Hands wave
and voices shout a last goodby.
Werner drops into his seat and
says: “ Albert, this was the hardest
moment o f my life ” — And only
three days agoj “ K ill me, plewo
kill m e !”
It is night and we march. The
moon sheds her pale light over the
road.
The train looks ghastly.
Only the tramping o f heavy boots
and the occasional clicking o f weap
ons is audible. No one speaks. The
tongue is heavy, the mouth is dry.
The thundering o f the guns has
ceased; only now and then come
reports o f rapid explosions. Wo
discern machine-gun fire, flares
go up— white ones, red ones. Some
stand in the air until they are
burned out. W e are closer to the
front. W e’ll be in position before
morning.
W e arc tired and sleepy. W e
got only a few hours o f sleep dur
ing the last three nights. The
heavy pack, the rifle and ammuni
tion pull on the shoulder and on
the neck; it pains, grows unbear
able. B u t one must march. The
man ahead marches. I must follow
him. His steel helmet is fastened
to his pack; my eyes are fixed on
i t A t times this helmet grows big

like a dome, becomes gigantic, fan
tastic, takes on shapes, changes
again and again— a phantasma
goria o f the tired nerves.
Here we march like a herd o f
sheep. W e cease to be individuals.
Each one is a little part, a frag
ment, one is dependent upon the
other and all the others. A ll act
on command: march on command,
eat on command, sleep on com
mand, and stop to think on com
mand. I wonder why ? It is war.
Men started it and the blaze got
beyond their control. It rages on
like a big fire, like a monstrous
flood. Yes, it is war.
I wonder if the men on the other
side feel that. I f they march like
this? I f they are tired, sleepy and
nerveless? I f they hate us? But
why should they? W e d on ’t hate
them. W e just hate w ar: long
marches, shell-fire, destruction, des
olation, death. W e even hate our
selves for being what we are and
fo r being tired, weak, hungry,
sleepy, and hopeless. They also
must be tired o f this; they too must
long for peace. But between them
and us there is blind authority,
there is the material that feeds this
conflagration, the driving force
that compels us against them, them
against us. A nd those at home, if
they only knew. I f W erner’s moth
er knew: “ K ill me, please kill
m e !” No, she must never know
that. No, “ Died on the field o f
honor,” that is all she’ll find out.
W e have left the road and march
over shelled territory in double
files. Silence and care is ordered.
W e sneak into the lines like thieves,
halting when sky-flares light the*
scene. IIow pale those faces are!
How many will there be left tomor
row ? I f death only comes quickly,
i f life is blown out like the light
o f a candle— that would be easy;
■
'
not like W erner Hanschel__
“ K ill me, please kill m e !”
RANCH SON’S BLIZZARD
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beep. Sometimes, where the ani
mals had crowded together, on top
o f each other, one or two o f them
were still alive. These Dad carried
at once up to the house and into
the kitchen to warm them up. It
made the house smell like a sheepshed. Some died there and a few
became well again.
While Dad and the men worked,
I played I was a steam-engine,
tearing through the cuts at a dan
gerous
speed— rounding sharp
curves with a reckless thrill in the
fact that I might crash into an
other engine coming the other way.
The snow-banks on either side were
high mountain ranges: the Adirondacks, the Rockies, the Cascades.
And the side-trails were fascinat
ing other-roads leading out all over
the world. Sometimes, though, I
was a pioneer explorer, or a fu gi
tive, or a lonely deer hiding from
men-monsters like Dad and the
herders.
It was not many days before the
snow melted and the cuts and
passes and mountains were gone.
Soggy gray bodies appeared in the
slush, lying scattered over the
fields, and when the sun came out
they steamed and made a bad
smell. Dad and the men hauled

O N E FOR R E M O R A
By Ben Winona
Inside the smoking car the air
was hot and thick. Burke could
feel the stickiness o f it when he
came in from the day coach and
sat down in the only vacant seat.
He raised the coach window, but
cinders whistled through the aper
ture like malignant insects, pelting
his face and shirt front. Ho swore
a little, and moved over to the aisle.
They came in, nevertheless, scatter
ing over the black leather o f the
seat and his clothing until he
moved over to the window and re
signedly closed it again. Then he
sat lim ply for a while, before dig
ging in his vest pockets for matches
and cigarettes.
He lit a smoke, inhaling the first
p u ff as if he did not overly relish
the thing.
A ll cigarettes taste
strangely poisonous after one has
smoked a great many in a few
hours. But one must do something,
besides reading and staring out
the window, to break the monot
ony o f a long journey. So Burke
smoked again, filed his finger nails,
and sent his vacant blue-eyed gaze
strolling wearily up and down the
aisle o f the car.
He sprawled
loosely in the'seat, with his slightly
dingy black Oxfords resting on the
opposite cushion.
It was an ordinary smoking car,
though dirtier than cost, and con
tained the ordinary assortment o f
passengers: seedy appearing old
men, unkempt looking young men,
and dark-skinned laborers. Most
o f them smoked or chewed, and
contributed with regularity to the
foul atmosphere o f the place, or to
the brown cuspidors and spattered
floor. Yes, an ordinary smoker,
and a hell o f a place to ride, inci
dentally. He should have kept hia
berth in the sleeping-car for the
rest o f the day; it wouldn’t have
cost him much more. This car was
a mess. A good deal like that one
in which he had ridden some
months before, he reflected now,
when he had come up to Chi from
Remora.
He turned suddenly and looked
out the car window at the passing
landscape. From Remora . . and
now back to Remora. Westbound
again— and already fifteen hours
away from Chicago . . The thought
disturbed him vaguely; as if to put
it from him he brought his feet to
the floor and crushed his cigarette
(Continued on Page 4)________

them away, load by load, to be
skinned and burned. I watched it
all with interest.
One day, in the kitchen, Dad
said, “ Only one hundred saved,
the men say. One hundred, out o f
two thousand.”
His voice sounded tired. Mother
looked at him,'sad-like, and told
me to run outside. As I shut the
outer door, I heard Dad say,
“ Well, Mother, it ’s pretty bad
now. But next year . . . ”
I did n ’t wait to hear what would
happen next year. But as I went
towards the bam I squinted my
eyes at the warn sun and wished,
as hard as I could, that there
would be another blizzzard, with
more mountains and a railroad.
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THE SON WHO W A S SATAN
(Continued from

page one)

avoided her eye. He looked cun
ningly and rather meanly around
him, rather than 'wonderingly at
finding that eggs must be cher
ished. He seemed to know fully
what he was about even in the
midst of his mischief.
His mother worried about him
and tried to change his ways. This
was difficu lt for her because she
could not see wherein he was
wrong, except that he was com
mitting Novelty. She gave him the
best training she knew; training
that had sufficed for other small
boys. She believed her neighbors
were becoming too sensitive. Still,
she did her best by her son’s faults.
By the time the boy was ten
years old everyone who knew him
was completely mystified by his
acts, and very tired o f them. The
youngster was one step in queer
ness beyond his mother. He was
the first ever to do what he knew
to be wrong. Other boys his age
had been taught that it is wrong to
kill. Understanding this they re
frained from killing. Young Satan
understood, and yet he killed. In
that time the word crime was not
known. The mother grieved long
and tried to teach him new inclina
tions. Satan squinted and hugged
his novel inclinations.
There was a place and a career
fo r all young men in that time.
They had to be good young men,
but o f course they always were.
A t the age o f fifteen each left his
home for always and went to the
court o f pearl and gold.
"When Satan reached this age he
was anxious to go. His mother
found it hard to part with him.
A satisfactory goodbye was not
possible between them. The boy
walked away, up the long road, and
his mother watched him. until he
was so far that her eyes could no
longer see him.
v The King of the court benignly

surveyed the consignment o f boys
on that day. His consternation
was immense and his seeing eye
was troubled as his glance met the
shifting eyes o f young Satan.
Here was a young man who was
not good. Not knowing what else
to do, the court locked him in a
small hut alone for a long time.
They believed his mind would tell
him the folly o f his ways. His
mother came and sat outside the
door and looked wearily at the
horizon and then at the door. She
could not understand this son, nor
since she could not see his face
could she believe in his being other
than good. She was lonely for
him, and she stayed beside the hut.
A t the end o f a year they let
Satan out and saw that his mind
had not told him o f the wisdom of
right.
The court sighed and
wrestled with the problem. They
ended by sending him back to his
mother for more training in the
way that was right. F or this the
mother was happy.
She and her son moved into a
wilderness, at the request o f neigh
bors who had growing sons o f their
own. Satan roamed in the woods
and over hills. He killed birds and
animals, and as his mother found,
killed them as slowly and as pain
fully as possible. Only with the
snakes did he seem to be friendly.
Hi6 mother was glad.of this. The
snakes were a nice little people;
sliding around in the sun on their
bellies. The horrible thing about
it was that the snakes seemed to
learn the sin o f wrong from her
son. She had a frightening notion
that this was why he seemed to like
them. She banished these thoughts
and reflected that she had nearly
created sin by recognizing it.
When Satan returned from his
wanderings he brought his snake
friends with him by the pocketful!.
His mother bade them welcome but
she was frightened one day when
she saw the usual mild look gone
from one large snake’s eyes, and

saw it replaced by a hot look like
that o f her son. She saw one o f
these snakes swallow a young rab
bit one day, and when she looked
at it with an accusing eye it neith
er blinked nor seemed ashamed.
She was reminded o f her son Satan.
Still she could not hate the snake.
Her son seemed to like it so m ic'*
When Satan reached the age o f
seventeen he again went to the
court. He was refused admittance
because they could see plainly that
he was not yet good. This purded
and provoked them and finally
they sent him back to his motb r
for another year o f training. His
mother was secretly glad when she
saw him coming back. She felt
herself very lucky. She had her
son two years longer than all other
mothers, and would have him an
other year. She stopped mourning
with loneliness. She ran out to
meet him when he returned end
was so glad for her loneliness’ sake
that she forgot to be sorry for her
son’s failure at being good. I f
Satan did pinch her spitefully and
push her away, she was so glad she
could forgive him. Again there
were snakes around the house.
Those in the court deliberated
long over Satan’s case. They de
cided that if he would not reform,
something drastic had to be done
about it. They had heard reports
o f how he was training the snakes
in his wilderness, and they feared
that his teachings might reach oth
er things than snakes. It was bad
enough to have the crawlers cor
rupted. They decided that i f he
were not reformed by the end of
another year he would have to ho
killed. The one who gave him life
must clearly be the one to take it
from him. Ilis mother was the
logical executioner. They sent a
delegate to explain it to her, and
she saw'their justice. She firmly
believed that Satan would change
before the year was out, and never
thought for a moment that she
would have to take her b oy ’s life.

I jo r u t a

She was thankful fo r the extra
years his conduct had given her
with him.
The boy’s eighteenth year drew
to a close and his mother began to
grow afraid. The possibility o f
having to perform her task beat
itself into her mind. A n enormous
fear pushed thought from her head
and feeling from her body. She
looked long and long at him, try
ing to see a turn for better. A t
last, when the year was up, she
sent him again to the court, and
sat on the ground back o f her
house, looking into the sky and try
ing not to think o f the possibility
of his returning again.
Those in the court looked at
Satan and instantly knew that he
was not good. They had been hav
ing unpleasant reports from his
country. They must believe in
their own wisdom so they sent him
back, and with him a messenger.
When this messenger, after his
trip, returned to the court he wore
a sad look. This he wore all his
days, and as these are without end,
he still has it.
Back in his wilderness home
Satan was not contrite. The moth
er could conceive o f nothing but
obedience. She took her son to a
small walled enclosure at the rear
of the garden. She told him that
she was going to kill him. A l
though there were tears streaming
from her eyes, there was neither
hardness nor ’softness there. Only
was there obedience which knew
no questioning the right.
She locked her son in the en
closure and went on slow feet to
get a knife. Her tears were run
ning and memory displayed flashes
o f him as he moved from baby to
boyhood. Her hand was none the
less steady. She went back to the
enclosure with the knife.
She
opened the door and stepped to the
sill. Her son was not there. A
serpent with a hard eye wriggled
over her foot and away. She let
it go.

M A R IE
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way, you usually met a man with
peach-red pu ffs beneath his eyes
that gave you a contemptuous leer
coupled with an embarrassed grin.
Strowski decided that the better
choice was to stumble down the
north stairway to the dirt-ridden
landing. The landing was never
swept. There were sticky candywrappers and toin newspapers
strewn over the pavement that was
dampened by the stagnant pool o f
water that the sewer, clogged with
B ull Durham wallets, cigarette
stubs, and half-burnt matches,
held, dammed. The dingy redwell-papered c o r r i d o r within
seemed to be in league with the
door against all intruders. Many
people, especially those from Ber
wyn, Kenilworth, or Winetka,
found themselves unable to go far
ther than the end o f the corridor
where one turned to fin d Mile.
Renard’s door. There was an elec
tric light bulb suspended from a
long cord, diffusing a greenish
Mazda brightness through the cul
de sac of the corridor. The gas
fixtures stood high above the door,
tarnished and cob-web ridden.
Strowski knocked upon the door
softly. Whoever was to answer his
knocking was slow in responding.
He thought o f a fat Jewish woman
in Marshall Fields running her
stubby gold-be-ringed fingers over
a Royal Kirminshah exclaiming,
“ Ah, but this is fin e !” A heavy
legged rat was running from one
warehouse to another on South
W ater Street. A woman, far out
on Birchwood Avenue was fryin g
liver in an effervescent-sounding
pan. He heard someone enter from
the street door making a noisy
bustle. He hoped that whoever it
was w ouldn’t be coming to Mile.
Renard’s. No. H e could hear
them enter a door somewhere in the
center o f the long corridor and
close it with a crash. He h earl
foot steps within the ro«
: was
about
enter. They paused at the
door fo r a few sou n ds and then
the do
was cautiously opened.
I t was a man— bald-headed except
fo r a visor-shaped patch o f hair on
the fore part o f his head, with pro
truding red lips, eyes that moved
slowly in their slimy red sockets,
and a round, pyknic sort o f nose—
that stuck his head outside o f the
door a small distance above the
knob. The room exuded mixed
odors o f incense, tobacco and gar
lic. The man seemed to glean from
Strowski’s appearance that he was
acceptable to Mile Renard. He
shrugged his shoulders and said
in a crackled, effeminate voice,
“ Come in, sir.”
The room was large and had
flowered screens at one end that
divided it into two partitions.
Through the spaces between the
screens, a wash basin could be seen,
besides a blue kimono and some
women’s clothes that hung upon
a nail driven into the wall. Out
side o f these signs o f domesticity,
the room had a “ studio-like” ap
pearance. There was a diagram
tacked four-corneredly to the wall
representing the head o f a human
being with his cerebrum and cere
bellum divided into such desig

n a te d te rritories as Iio v c , C a reless
ness, B u sin e ss, F o r g e tfu ln e s s , an d

p u ls in g

b is

throat.

Is it p o s s ib le th a t M a r i e f

n o tic e a b ly

at

.M ile .

Renard’s voice becam e more husky.
“ It ees Marie .
I see . . . T see .
Ah she ees white . . . pale . . . Marie
. . . She ees’ speaking . . .Marie ees
speaking . . . Ah so soft . . . so
faintly . . . M arie.” The room grew
indistinct and vague.
The dog
moved his leg lazily beneath the
table.
To Strowski the walls
seemed to surge toward the center
and stream hazily away from him.
Sounds were encircling him like
vast rhythmic spaces o f dense
vapour.
Mile. Renard1s slow,
heavy b r e a t h i n g that issued
through her mouth in foam-like
gurgles set a tempo to the shadows
and fleeting pale spaces that
flowed in slow-drifting ripples
away from him . . . “ Marie . . .
Marie . . . M arie.” Pale grey shad
ows and darkness. High above him
the circles fused into concentric
patterns.
His dazed mind d if
fused grim lights into the darkness
Mile. RenaH was dressed entire as a centrifugal core o f the entire
ly in black except fo r a long grey vagueness. He felt an unconscious
ish gauze veil that she wore over vacuity without him that op
her head. She was dark-skinned.' pressed the blood against his brows
Heavy veins stood out on her hands feverishly. Mile. R en ard’s voice
and arms. Her mouth was his- sounded a dreary buzz through her
shapen, almost approaching a hare tongue-filled mouth between her
lip. Two large gold teeth shone in two walrus teeth. There was a
the front part o f her mouth. She long silence when Strowski and
had two simple rings through each Mile. Renard leaned toward one
o f her cars with a pink bead at another. H er lizardine eyes were
tached to each. H er large eyes, attached placidly to his. He stup
faintly jaundiced, were over idly placed his warm hands into
flapped loosely by dark-brown her trap-like grip— closed over
. eyelids. H er physical appearance, them like a vise. He felt his eyes
fo r all o f this, belied her person dilated ina transfixed position
ality. I f Mile. Renard was mon upon the bluish-black hair o f Mile.
strous looking her manner was gro Renard. H er dark-skinned face,
tesque.
She said nothing to with apparent arteries flushed near
Strowski— only a flash o f her eyes her cheek bones, seemed only a
flabby flesh surrounding her
toward him acquainted him with
the suggestion that she realized his two ugly gilded teeth. She hollow
presence. H er eyes moved slowly ly muttered, “ Marie . . . Marie . . .
in her head and finally she closed M arie” in sickishly warm breaths
her eyelids, form ing two narrow against his face. His leg and arm
slits through which the yellowish bones loosened from their dry
lights o f her eye-whites shone. joints, and bathed in a milieu o f
Seated opposite her, Strowski could
warmth and coldness alternately.
see the coarse hairs clinging
The dog was licking his damp hand
obliquely to her arms and face
in a ravishing manner. The two
Suddenly her body twitched and people were silently intent upon
she leaned forw ard lazily opening one another.
her eyes and gazing intently at the
In the insensibility o f time and
crystal sphere. The dog crouched
the tierce o f vision he seemed to be
beneath the table and with an evi
organically buoyant
lings.
dent sigh settled down to sleep.
Mile. Renard began to shudder.
The man, who had remained be
She dc—..b ed large circles with
hind the screens tip-toed ligh ly
her head and body. H er voice was
across the room and passed out the strained and rough. “ E c f eet ees
door. H is footsteps became in you, Marie, ees eeet true what he
audible.
haf sayed . . . Marie coam to us

Personality. In one corner was a
table with two chairs crowded close
to it, bearing a crystal sphere
mounted on a shiny brass standard,
Strowski seated himself in one o f
the chairs near the table.
The
bald-headed man hobbled across
the room and disappeared behind
the screens. Strowski heard him
converse in subdued voiee to some
one who was eating. The click of
a cup upon a saucer and the metal
lic ringing o f knives and forks
against dishes could be heard while
the effeminate rasping voice o f the
man fused unmusically with a
deep, resonant voice. The person
with the deep voice arose from her
eating and moved toward the fa r
ther wall. She was undoubtedly
arranging herself before a mirror.
In a moment, a woman walked out
from behind the screens. It was
Mile. Renard. She had a large
dog with her.

Mile. Renard rubbed her heavy
purplish tongue across her two
prominent front teeth. She ran
her bony fingers over one o f the
flamboyants lathed crudely into
the table. Her eyes betrayed con
fusion when they anxiously glanced
toward Strowski. She murmured
sotto voce, “ Ah, zee speerits, Mon
sieur Strowski— zav ah in zee life
toa-day.
I feel zay wcel cOam
when . . . we call zem. I sank I
hear Marie . . . A h M arie! Marie . .
Marie you loave.” H er hands wer-*
circling aimlessly over the crystal
Her arms trembled as she held
sphere.
She appeared agitated.
H er arms trembled as she held
them above the table. Strowski
moved excitedly in his chair, his
fingers twitching and his heart

eef you Can . . . ees eet true . . . ees
eet true . . . Marie . . . M arie.”
There was utter silence following
more impressive, stifling silence.
The room was casting shapeless
shadows luridly within itself.
There was a low wind-like sound
audible with swirling rhythms.
They both looked beyond them)selves. Both walls o f the room
seemed vividly actual. “ Maurice!
C ’est moi, M arie!”
It was a
shriek between them.
The dog
leaped out suddenly from beneath
the table and barked at something
that was between them but fled
across the room, disappearing into
the wall with a faint impassioned
whisper o f “ M aurice.” The dog
looked back at the two clung close
together at the table, wandered

s lo w ly o v e r to the corn er w here ho
crou ch ed to go to sleep a g a in .

Strowski shuddered defieiously.
How satifying Mile. Renard was I
He returned to the park where he
looked wild-eyed at the youug men
who passed. But that fetish was
dead. He had Mile Renard now 1 j
. SUNNY JIM
( Continued from )mgc one)

But Jim was ready for him. ITe
rolled his big eyes and said,
“ Lawsy, Mistuh Cop, you ain ’ t
a-gonna run Ole Jim in arc you ?
W h y all I ’sc a d oin ’ is peppin ’ the
folks up a bit. Besides, you know
I ain ’t got no money to pay the
fine with, a n ’ y o u ’d jes be runniu*
up expense fo r the city, i f ’n you
put n. in jail. J e s ’ let Ole Jim
go this once and I ’ll dance at youali
w eddin’. ”
A n d with a few re
marks about how well the police
man looked in his uniform, he
shambled o ff, leaving the “ law ”
with such, a good opinion o f itself
that all thoughts o f an arrest were
forgotten.
This was just like him. Too lazy
to argue, too .drunk to get mad, and
too good natured to let a little
thing, like a possible arrest, bother
him.
I d o n ’t know what has happened
to Sunny Jim. But if h e’s dead
I ’ll wager he has a crowd o f angels
u nd him, laughing at his songs
•md antics.
ONE FOR REMORA
(Continued from Page 2 )

under one heel. He picked up the
magazine he had with him and
began to riffle, its pages without
attention. Soon he let the journal
fall on his lap, pulled a letter from
a pocket o f his traveling suit, and
re-read it, fo r the fifth time.
“ Dear Burke— writing to tell
you how things are here and— was
surprised to hear you were coming
as thought you had figured on
staying— ”
Yes, they would be
surprised, after all he had said
when he had left. Things were
different now, though— “ I think
you can get a job here all right—
Jennison’s place, or for that matter
old man Dailey said he would bo
willing to take yon back on the
Courant again— ’ ’ To hell with
the Courant, thought1Burke. “ I f
I can get o f f work I will try and
bring the can down to meet you
when you get in— ” There was a
postscript at the bottom o f the
sheet, “ Things in general are about
as usual here— ”
Burke dwelt
particularly on this line, and on
the heading at the top, “ Remora,
N. D ak.”
He sat fo r a while with the note
in his hand before folding and re
turning it to his pocket. Yes, ho
thought, the home town again, with
ihings ‘ ‘ about as usual. ’ ’ Not such
a triumphant homecoming . . The
idea was not too pleasant. But it
would be a relief, at that— and he
would feel safer. Always have a
place to sleep, at least. He wasn’t
quite sure just why he had started
home this way, but the whole
proposition back there had seemed
hopeless, all at once— especially
after he had gotten that last
bounce. It had been discouraging
and frightening . . He supposed
(Continued on Page 7).
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Grizzly Battalion
Will Form Monday

Prof. J. O. Wahlln o f the Biology
department addressed members of Phi
Lambda fraternity last night on the Men In B. O. T. O. Will Be in Uniform
subject o f "The Application o f Chem
For First Time Since Nov. XL
istry to Biology.”
Members o f the B. O. T. O. Grizzly
Battalion will appear In full uniform
on the parade grounds o f the Univer
FLORENCE H O T E L
sity Monday afternoon at 8 o'clock,
BARBER SHOP
for the first time this year.
We specialise In student
The last time the whole battalion
hairtrlmmlng.
assembled together was November l l '
when It marched from the University
Phone 3511
to Higgins avenue, where a troop from
Port Missoula with Its band Joined
It, and together they paraded through
MEET ME AT
town to the' courthouse where an
Armistice day program was held.
K E L L E Y ’S
According to Captain Thomas Davis,
Where All the Gang Goes.
drill for all members, of R, O. T. O.
will be held from 8 to 6 o'clock MonK E LL E Y ’S C IG A R ST O R E
day afternoons during the spring
quarter.

Spring Smartness
in Y our G olf
Outfit

ONE FOR REMORA

Get in Touch W ith
SPRING!

Sport Coat, Vest,
Long Trousers and
Knickers

$25.00

Are you going to wear
a 1925 pair o f glasses
with a 1930 suit? Or
an ancient one cylinder
mounting w i t h t hat
Easter bonnet? Step in
and look at our new
styles and. mountings.
They may not cost as
much as you «think.

Complete stock o f
separate Knickers,
Sweaters and
G olf Hose.
The New Silk P olo
Shirt at
2.50

Barnett Optical Co.
129 E. Broadway

Next to Shapard Hotel

(Continued from Page 4.

he was licked, all right . . . a flop
and a bust . . . but then | | hell,
what was the use of hashing it
over, now that he’d gotten this far.
The train slogged away through
the summer heat, across a monoton
ously level countryside, while the
rail joints clicked drearily under
the wheels. The men in the smok
ing car talked drowsily, grunted,
yawned, the bell cord swung to and
I fro with the pitch and sway of the
train, and the tobacco smoke coiled
and streamed upward, banking it|self in layers over the 'dusty seats
and the heads o f their occupants.
Burke raised his feet and placed
them on the other cushion, leaned
back and stared 'out through the
window again. His mind gradu
ally quieted, almost became inert
as he watched the unchanging hori
zon. There was nothing to see ex
cept the same smoothly rolling
country that had been moving past
this window for the last hundred
miles. It made him drowsy.
I His eyes were almost closed when

FLO R E N C E H O T E L
D IN IN G

EVENIN G
DINNERS
$1 and $1.25

. A la Carte Service at

Th e Logical Place to

Reasonable Prices.

Meet and Eat.
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Marjorie Crawford will return to
something came into his view at a if he were making an effort to his seat, raised one knee and
school Sunday from Portland where
distance of about two hundred feet speak well. Burke noticed that clasped it between his hands. she has been studying at the Ellisonfrom the train— a massive some one of his front teeth was missing. “ Yes,” he said, “ And that isn’t White studio.

thing that caught his attention. It
was, he perceived, a prison or a
penitentiary, over there. He made,
out the group of gray stone build
ings— heavy, clustered structures.
The bleak walls carried row upon
row of small windows, dark, un
draped, but well barred. A thick
wall, built of hewn stone blocks
piled to a height of some twenty
feet, completely enclosed the place.
On one of the corner turrets Burke
noticed a uniformed guard, who
looked out at the passing train. . .
Strange, he thought, that he had
not noticed the place on his first
trip through— and what' a nice
place, now, that would be to live in.
His car had passed the fortress,
and was coming to a stop at the
station of a town just beyond.
Burke sat up straighter and looked
out at Main street, a’ scene that was
like many others he had seen that
day. The half-dozen trucks and
automobiles were at their places
beside the pyramid-roofed station
. . . there- was the large four-lobed
street lamp on Main street square
. . . the town band stand near the
station lawn . . . and the traffic
warnings at the crossings where
the streets intersected the railroad
tracks.

“ Uh-huh,” replied Burke. “ It
sure is. How far are you going?”
He did not care, did not really
want to know, but an answer of
some sort seemed necessary.
“ Wadena. That is, Wadena Is
going to be my first stop— then
Seattle. Where you headed f o r ? ”
“ Remora.” ■
“ Uh-huh?”
Burke was silent for a while, but
he felt obliged to say something
more. “ Been working or visiting
around there, or do you live
there?” he asked, with a jerk of
his head back towards the town
they had just left.
The brown eyes the stranger
turned on him were full o f a sin
gular expression, half-snspicious,
half-sardonic. For a few seconds
he looked at Burke, saying nothing,
then he smiled faintly.

“ Visiting—yes,”
he replied.
“ Uh-huh. And working some, too.
For about seven years— ” then in
a matter-of-fact tone, “ I just fin
ished a seven-year stretch back
there.”
| Finished a stretch, thought
Burke, a stretch . . what did he . .
A picture o f massive gray build
ings flashed suddenly in his mind.
He pulled himself up a little in the
Passenger trains paused only for seat and instinctively ran his hand
a moment at such towns as this; into the pocket where he kept his
and while Burke was still looking loose change.
! over the place his car began to
“ You mean,” he said, rather
move again. When he turned from
awkwardly, " i n that place back
the window and reached mechan j there— that jail or whatever it is ? ”
ically for his magazine, he noticed His eyes had widened to some ex
for the first time the latest pas
tent.
senger who had entered the car.
The strange boy leaned back in
He was a young man, and who
stood in the aisle beside Burke’s
U N IV E R S IT Y
seat, a short, heavily set youth. He
was dressed in an obviously new
GROCERY
brown suit, o f the sort that is hand
Hostess Cakes
ed down to one for thirty-five dol
Fountain Service
lars in the ordinary clothing store.
Candy, Cigars and Cigarettes
Because of the heat, perhaps, he
Drugs and Groceries
wore no vest with his clothes, and
Kotex
allowed his jacket to hang open,
exposing a green shirt front and
a cheap leather belt. The luggage
he carried consisted simply of a
small leather satchel, also new and
cheap looking. This article he now
dropped On the seat cushion beside
Burke’s feet, meanwhile directing
at those feet a polite but question
ing glance.
“ I guess this is the only place
there is in here,” he remarked, and
Burke brought his feet quickly to
the floor.
“ Pardon me,” muttered Burke,
“ I didn’t notice. Sure. Sit down.”
The newcomer, suppressing a
movement to remove his brown
tweed cap, sat down.
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Lu n c h e o n s
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“ Sure hot in here,” he said,
“ but I guess I can stand it as far
as I ’m going.” His voice was low
and somewhat rough, but clear, as
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So many unhappy things can happen to
increase that old inferiority complex. Deans
and Doctors, Mid-years and Finals, all dedi
cated to the cause o f making life a burden.
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a jail, exactly. That’s the state
reformatory. They call It a ‘ penal
Olga Hammer visited friends In Kel
institution’ . . .. I t ’s kinds like a logg, Idaho, during vacation.
penitentiary.”
“ And you were in there for
seven years?” Burke was looking
Ideal for Spring—
for the prison pallor that was sup
T R IP L E C O M BIN AT IO N S
posed to distinguish newly-released
(Vest, Step-ins and Slip)
felons, but the fellow possessed a
in dainty shades o f fine rayon
healthier complexion than his own.
He still wore his cap, however,
though that was not unnatural in
a smoking car.
New Smocks and Wash Dresses

$2.25

“ Seven years last month—yes.
It was ten in the sentence, but I
came twenty-one this summer,
y ’see, and got my parole. They
usually let ’em out, y ’know, when
they come twenty-one.” After a
pause he added, “ By the time a
(Continued on page eight)
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Helen Fleming, who has been study
Hazel Larson, Elate Magn
Lots of the last few months. Reporting
prisons. It occurred to Burke that lots of things now.
ONE FOE REMORA
ing under Ned Waybum at hla studio Frances Elge and Gwen McDer
for papers and things like that.”
the other boy was two years young things.”
(Continued from page seven)
in New York City, liaa returned to spent the vacation in Helena
“
Oh-h—
one
o
f
those
guys
that
er
than
he.
He
looked
now
at
the
“ You have any idea just what
guy’s twenty-one he’s usually had
school for the spring quarter.
their parenta.

boy, who was engrossed in the you ’re going to do now that you ’re
enough, anyway.” .
Burke'was fascinated. “ W hat’d magazine, with an awed gaze, and ou t?” Burke supposed all convicts
with not a little pity.
went back into the "racket,” or
jL
" a " they put you in fo r ? ” he asked,
“A” jC
The other glanced up. Then as something like that, after they had
and was immediately rather appre
hensive and nervous, fearing that Burke shifted his eyes, he reversed served their jail sentences.
Wholesome home
he was becoming too personal. But the magazine and displayed it,
“ Sure,” said the other, with no
open to a picture of a pretty, bath hesitation, “ I ’m pretty well lined
cooked food will make the boy from the penal institution ing-suited girl.
accepted the question casually, as
up, considering. I guess I lost a
if he were used to queries of that
“ First stuff like this I ’ve seen lot o f time and missed a lot of
you feel like making
naturei
in a long time,” he remarked as he things that guys like you got, but
an "A-Flush”
I ain’t helpless. I ’pi going to work
“ Bobbin’ a store— or rather try laid the journal down.
“ D idn’t they even let you have for my cousin in Seattle . . . runs
ing to rob the dam’ thing. They
this quarter.
got us in St. Paul—I and another magazines and things?” Burke was a dance orchestra in a cabaret or
guy together. Oughta had more anxious to pick up the conversation something o f the sort, and says he’s
willing to give me a chance. I ’m
brains than to try anything like again.
TH E Y A N K E E
that, but I didn’t know any .better
“ Hell no. They wouldn’t let not so clumsy with a trumpet, you
CAFE
at the time.” He nodded slowly, you have anything that’d suggest know.: 'After six years of steady
Yeah, I been seven years thinking outside life. Stuff like this, for practicing’ a guy ought to he good
Come D ow n and Join the Gang
it over and came to that conclu instance, would’ve ‘ induly excited enough . . and we had an orchestra
the passions of the inmates’ . . and there in the place, too, that was not
Next to Butte Cleaners, S. Higgins sion.”
'Y ou were living in St. Paul?” that w. . the way with everything. so bad, when you came right down
No, Wadena. That’s my home But of course a guy isi <. supposed to it. Oh’ I ’ll get by all right,
town— or was. .Y ’see we were t be in one o f those places for his some way or "another.” ' Then he
down there on a sort of a bummin’ 1
h.” The fellow stretched him asked, “ What do you "do? You
trip: We were just kids then and self, tensing his muscles as one who traveling for some outfit or some
went in for that kind of stuff. has just been released from a th in g?"
Bunning away was what we were straight-jacket, and his voice had
Burke looked at the floor for a
really doing.”
an eager sound as he went on, second and then replied,' “ Why no
He stopped and Burke prompted “ Yeah, they kept a fella pretty —-I . . uh . . . I ’m a newspaper
him, “ Bunning away?”
close, bnt I ’m going to do and see man, sort of. Been in Chicago for
'Yeah, the old man got tough
or something—I forget what it was
— and I got this other guy and we
grabbed a freight east. Thought
we were pretty smart and tough,
I guess, until we went broke there
in St. Paul, and this guy thought
it would be a good idea to rob this
joint and mebbe we could sell
some o f the stuff for enough money
to get to New York. Y ’see we
Is the students' bank and we welcome your
th en u p and at ' e m / were figuring on beating down to
South America or somewhere—that
return.
W e want you to feel at home here
MOKING a pipe is like flying®
was the idea. And, well . . we
an airplane—you really ought
and place our saving, checking, commercial,
to know how, if you’re hoping to were broke there and kinda hungry
enjoy it much.
trust and safety deposit services at your com
and didn’t want to beat back home
Pipe technique can be picked up
again so— well, you know how it ’d
mand.
through experience, or it can be
be.” The youth spread his hands
learned outright. Master it now ,
to relish your pipes!
in a gesture o f explanation.
Rule One for Pipe-smoking is
Burke did not know how it would
"Find your tob a cco
be but he said, “ Uh-hub, sure. A
Rule One stops some beginners.
person wonld have to do something,
They look here. They search
there. They hunt. . . we m u st
I guess, ’ ’ and that ended the con
discard false modesty! Rule One
versation for a moment. The boy
means Edgeworth!
had reached over fo r the red-cov
Rule Two is . . but would you
learn a ll the secrets o f pipe tech
ered magazine and was thumbing
nique? Then let us send you our
through it, while Burke looked out
Rules for Pipe-smoking—and a
T H E CH IM N E Y C O RN ER is the ideal
of the window, at the ceiling, down
free-for-nothing trial packet o f
genuine old Edgeworth, the
headquarters for your pleasure hours—
the aisle, and digested what he had
tobacco made for pipes. Think o f
just heard.
it—rules and Edgeworth, the how
Seven years f And he was just
and the what o f pipe-smoking, all
Meals— Short Orders— Ice Cream
for your 2£ stamp and that coupon
twenty-one. now 1 Then the guy
there below.
must have been. . o h . . about four
teen, when he was put in the p e n . .
Edgeworth Is a careful
Special Attention to Dinner-Dances and Banquets
jeez. Bnrke tried to imagine, in a
blend o f good tobaccos
—selected especially for
vague sort o f way, how it would
pipe-smoking. Its quality
and flavor never change.
feel to be put in prison at the age
® uy E dgeworth anywhere in tw o form s —
of fourteen; to be put in and
“ R eady R u b b e d ”
forced to remain and live for seven
“ Plug Slice” —15< pock
et package to pound hu
years; but the idea was too much
midor tin.
for his fancy. A t fourteen, he re
Next to A. T . O. House on Daily
membered, he himself had not
reckoned with the existence o f such
S M O K IN G T O B A C C O
things as reformatories; to him at j *]wimiMiniiiiiiiMifniiiiiiiiuijUMiiiiimini!iiminiiniitiimiMUMiiHfiwamiiiiiimniiwiimfiuiiiiiiMiiiaimiifiiiiiuffimiinuniiH
that age they had been only things
M R U S 8t BRO. CO.
100 8. 22d St., Richmond, Va.
one heard about, like the hell and
I l l try your Edgeworth. And 111 try
it in a good pipe.
purgatory of which he had learned
in church. A t fourteen he had
been starting to high school in
Bemora, and had worn long trous
Town and State..
ers only a short while; and about
• Now lot th o Edgeworth co m et y
that time this other chap was rob
bing stores and being stuck in

writes for the papers, huh? I bet
that’s a good job. I suppose yo u ’re
going on your vacation now, eh ?”
“ N h ?” said Burke, “ Oh— Oh
yes—kind of a vacation, I guess.
Qoing to Remora— that’s my home
town, you see.”
He fell silent
then, thinking o f the “ good jo b ”
he had just left: the job that had
been really not so good, that had
finally been taken away from him.
He had flopped, he supposed . . .
but then . . . he might have got a
job somewhere . . . some factory, or
mill, or something . . until he could
have landed in his line again. He
had not been broke . . had been
rather afraid to stay until he was
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THE

eat,” .ho said, and the other boy coming black and shiny, for a fine
ONE FOR REMORA
(Continued from page eight)
straightened slightly in the seat. ■ rain had begun to fall, throwin8d just picked UP and grabbed
“ D on’t think I will. I ’m get a heavier veil over the alrend
train there . . he still had— ting o ff in less than an hour, and gray prospect. The drops struc.
wh hell, what was the use in I can wait that long.”
against Burke’s window pane,
A over it all again! He was
Burke passed through the day lightly, but steadily and with in
j»d hoffi* • •. though that was coach, dropped his magazine in the creasing volume. It was probably
gst the same as going to jail, seat that held his suit-case and hat, raining also, Burke thought, In
Maybe he could break away and continued on to the diner. As Remora. It"would be raining when
he seated himself at a table, his he pulled in, o f course. Would bo
^ing that Burke had no more thoughts were full of the boy he only a couple of more stops now.
,gy the stranger oommenoed had just left. He could still feel
Then he suddenly drew In his
iking, as if to unburden some liis brown eyes, and he remembered breath, held it for a second. As
hii ideas and to satisfy any fragments of the things he had the train jerked and began slowly
bti in Burke’s mind. He had said. “ The home town,” he had to move on its way again, he
nne quite confidential, and said, “ can go to hell.”
Burke stepped quickly into the aisle,
led forward as he talked.
wondered about that. Maybe, he snatched his hat from the rack,
What you’re probably think- thought, the kid would appreciate jerked his grip from bensath the
just now,” he declared, with his home town more after he hit a seat.
The brakeman had just
air of shrewdness, “ is just how few tough spota somewhere else— swung onto the car as he reached
ay like me is going to get by . . and then maybe he was right— per the vestibule, and he was forced to
ul bird and all that sorts, thing, haps one was as bad as— “ Oh, I 'll crowd his way past him onto the
mem there’s supposed to be get by all right.’ That was what steps. Burks made no answer to
i(thing alfcut a guy that’s been he had said once. Get by—maybe. his querulous grunt as he dropped
ail that makes it tough for him The kid had a nerve, though, or heavily to the platform. The man
.^arda—he gets out and people else he was just simple—didn’t leaned out, to look at him briefly as
c at him funny, and he can’t know any better. He wasn’t so the train moved on, then pulled
a job, maybe, and does some- foolish in wanting to stay away his head in and closed the doors.
ig crooked and gets slapped from his town, though— people
Bnrke stood in a half daze and
k in again.”
Burke pulled probably would make it tough for watched the cars slide past him,
j d f out of his unpleasant rev- him. A person was half-buried, faster and faster, until the electric
te listen, only to be shunted off anyway, in some of these small sign on the last coach had come
another one, equally unpleas- places. Hell. He reached into an abreast of him, gone b?, and beaa the fellow continued: 1‘ But inside coat pocket and felt of the Icome a lading red light in the dis
a it see where any o f that stuff slim leather wallet he carried there. tance. Then he retreated from the
going to bother me. Listen. There were still some fifty or sixty rain into the station. He leaned
,m now on nobody’s going to dollars— maybe even enough for , in the door of the agent’s office
The waiter came then for his and asked the man who was
,w what I ’ve been, or when, or
f. You’re the only strange guy order, and a while later he thought hunched over the telegraph key,
|s toM yet, and you’ll be the last mostly of his food. Burke emerged “ Uh—say— when doe* the next
i . I've got a job where I can from the diner, after an hour, feel train east come through!”
I ke a start, where nobody knows ing a bit more cheerful, -and
I U ii nobody gives a damn, and strolled down to his seat in the day
SA VE M O N EY I
nobody standing around to coach. He picked up the magazine
i me if I-d on 't make out . . . he had left there, but immediately
000 Sheets o f Good Paper for
put -it down again, for the train
75*
|; I Will.”
Yet—sure—that’s the stuff,” Iwas grinding to a stop, and he had
.Lister Typewriter Setvit*
; 1 Burke, and returned to his to look out at this latest town.
112 E. Broadway
Phone 2407
|ughts. Where nobody knows, As soon as the train came to a
j boy had said, whera nobody |full
stop,
several passengers
is a damn. Where Burke was stepped down and walked o ff
OWN A
ag there were many who knew across the platform. Among these
ij yes, they knew him in Rem- was the boy from the reformatory.
P O R TA B LE
. There werer many to notice Bnrke watched him closely as he
Underwood or Corona
arrival, speculate upon it. hand stepped away from the train with
news around; several who his satchel. There was no one to $60 Cash, or easy terms
ild remark among themselves, greet the boy. He Bid not seem to
may be arranged
fell, I see that Hanson boy is expect anyone. After standing a
or
le again after all he was going moment on the platform, as if to
do in the E a st.. He always get his bearing, he atrode away, Rent a typewriter at the
ught this town wasn’t good disappearing behind the station.
special rate o f $7.50
ugh for a smart guy like him, Burke .saw him once more as he
for the quarter.
way, but I guess he changed his crossed the street fronting the rail
id, hey.”
Then they would road. Then he bore into a side
Lister Typewriter
it him somewhere about town street.
Service
1shake his hand in a hearty way
His going made Burke feel
l say with relish, “ Glad to see strangely lonely, and he looked out 112 E. Broadway Phone 2457
i hack again. Are you just vis- his window with a return of his
ig, or are yon staying with us former moodiness. On the station
a while!” And he would say platform the baggage hands had
t he guessed he was staying for finished their work and were pul
'fade, once he could not well say ling their trucks away from the
'thing else. But no—he could train. The station agent had gone
■that he was only on vaevation; back into his office, and only a few
1 after he had stayed a little loiterers remained on the platform.
he, and perhaps saved a little Its gray concrete was rapidly bere money, he could r’love out
•in. But in his own mind he iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
•w that this would f i t be posle, that the town wodld not rere him once he settled into it
•in, that he would never tumu the strength to break away
® it. The town and all it repreded seemed already to be reach: out, grasping him. He involARROW
iarily twisted in his seat. Then
fumbled for his cigarettes as B R O A D C L O T H S
companion began to talk again.
G lo ve Your Hands In
ARE SANFORIZED SHRUNK
This being out seems- natural
hell. I used to think a fella
?ht not know how to act, but it ’s
“ LEATHERETTES"
stuff already.” , He looked at
rke’s proffered cigarettes and
>ok his nead. “ No, thanks. I
lO U 'V E probably no
ere I sorts lost the habit.” Burke
ticed how important
one himself and put away the
•tage.
this is . . . everybody
Yon say you're stopping in
has taken to the fash
•dena!” he asked.
ion . . . a n d , a lm o s t
Yes. I guess we’re due there i |
•verybody has taken
•tty soon now. But I ain’t stop
to K a y s e r G lo v e s .
's there long. Only long enough
There’s every reason
mK m
transact a little business and see
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Fred Hoffman, Charles Foster,
teph Monahan, William Larsen,
Iford Sanden and Patrick Taylor
new students this quarter and are
ring at South ball.

William Cowan, student manager of
South hall, visited his home in Fort
Benton during the vacation between
quarters. Cowan also stopped o ff for
a short visit in Havre and Great Falls.

1

Z C U m o /U te to

Q )A n u > M u ^
F or S P R IN G
the new

KAYSER

Yo

M

ellaand then I ’ll heave outa that
for Seattle. The home town, ”
reid with emphasis, “ can go to
i at tar as I ’m concerned. A
7 can’t get ahead in one o f these
ell places, anyhow.”
®urke sucked at his cigarette,
J turned to the window. The
had grown darker, since the
' was becoming overcast. He
red at the far-away horison,
ere heat lightning had begun to
*Y> end smoked for a while. Soon
porter walked through the car,
counting dinner in the dining■ Burke dropped his cigarette
stood up, A meal in the diner,
frit, would be something of a
*ef jqsfc about now.
going back for a bite to

■Mm

M

k

y

m

m
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TRUM P
Famous Arrow Shirt
Heretofore Available in
White Only
N O W FOR SPRING 1930
SH OW IN G IN
Smart Pastels of base pink, linen
blue, green, tan and peacb.
The “ Sanforized” Shrunk Process
Guarantees Permanent Fit.

ARROW “ TRUM P”
White ............................... $1.95
Pastel C o lo r s .......——— $2.15
Only Arrow Shirts Have
Arrow Collars
Wen’s Shop—First Floor—Donohue s

in the world for this

The Shoe Fits the
Occasion
D on oh u e's offers y ou smart
youthful styles at popular prices.
C om e in and try them on —
y o u ’ ll realize at once that w e
pay just as m uch attention to
quality, style and perfect fit as
we d o price.
SUNTAN SPORT OXFORD with
woven vamp and low heel.

$6.85
STONE CALF BLUCHER SPORT
OXFORD with crepe sole. Prom
last.

$4.65
WHITE ELK KID BLUCHER
OXFORD, crepe sole and heel.

ACCESSORIES
==

Very Latest

H

D AN CE
HANDKERCHIEFS

=

Just Received!
Lovely handkerchiefs of georgette with
sr: novel printed borders, lace applique
■EE and printed motifs, wide lace borders.
== '
75c to $1.50

EE

BEIGE KID TWO-STRAP with
champagne quarter trim, spike
heel.

$9.85
PATENT TONGUE PUMP, fancy
buckle trim; square toe, spike heel.

$5.85
BLACK SATIN KID 8-WAY PUMP
with high spike heel.

$10

PATENT CENTER BUCKLE ONE
STRAP with reptilian trim; college
heel.

soft to the skin . . . they
look like a fine k i d . ..

PATENT STEP-IN PUMP.
spike heel. “Artola" last.

$5.85

$5.85
BLACK SATIN KID PUMP. Gore
front* built-in arch, Cuban heel.

so little that one can

$9

have a pair to match
each costume.

BLONDE KID STEP-IN PUMP.
“ Hollywood Screen Star model."

Kayser Gloves

BEIGE CLAIR CALF FRONT
STRAP with woven trim and octa
gon heel.

$1.25 to $1.95

Basement Shoe Store—Donohue’s

llllllllllllllllllllllll

Coat o f navy blue basket weave, cape style — __ $18.75
Coat o f blue oxford with-capelet___ ._________ $21.50

Coat o f jack rose diagonal weave, lapin c o lla r ----- $35

ss

H

N EW PL E A T E D SCARFS

as

EE

a s . in bright colorings and novel patterns,
as
$1.50 to $2.50.

==
as
5
~

sa
sa
£5

N EW LACE C O LL A R A N D
CUFF SETS
Jabot, Sweetheart, Petal and
Ruffle Styles
$1.95 to $3.95
Fashioned of lovely laces, white and
ecru. A special group of good looking
sets at $1.25. Large bertha collars of
lnco and georgette, $2.50 to $3.50.

H
EE

L A T E S T N O V ELT IES IN
C O ST U M E JE W ELR Y

sa

Large graduated pearl chokets—pearl
drops with sterling silver chain—col
ored bead necklaces in rope and choker
styles—hand carved shell head necklaces—novel rings and bracelets—a
feature assortment at, choice, $1 .
other now styles Just in—$1.25 to $3.95

sss
as

as
sa

H

G O R D O N CHIFFON HOSE

£E
sa
sa
sa

Individually proportioned. V Lino and
French heels. New low prices $1.50
ami $2. Gordon Ingrain Sheor Ohiffon Iioso $2.50.

sa

la Colors Classlque for Spring, fealuring six lovely new shades that blend
with every color garment for every oc- ■
casion wear. Slipper and Slendo heels.
Service Chiffon $1.35; Chiffon $1.50;
Chiffon with plcot top $1.95.

*$7.85

$5.85

A three-piece suit o f novelty tweed, peplum model. $35

In smartest patterns and color effects
to combine with sports costumes or to
wear with the coat Designs are entirely new and different. $3.95 to $7.50.

EE:

sa
as

High

A three-piece knitted tweed suit, wave green — $29.75
A three-piece suit o f tan herringbone tweed------- $29.75

Coat o f treaty green broadcloth, cape style_____$18.75

$7.85
ALAMORA KID STEP-IN PUMP
with reptilian vamp and new “ Ar
gentine" heel.

Are featured in our carefully chosen
displays 6f spring’s authentic stylings.

N EW DOU BLB
TR IA N G L E SCARFS

$5.65

e d ic t . . . t h e y a r e
flattering to the hands
. . .t h e y feel cool and

they wash easily and
like n e w ...t h e y cost

Sm art Styles at
NEW

KAYSER SILK HOSE
sa
sa
sa
as
sa

Coat o f Chinese red broadcloth. Princess model $19.75
Conde coat o f imported knobby tweed, lapin
collar---------------------------,--------- ------ -------------- $69.75
Kirshmooc coat o f Irish robe w ool, caracul collar $85
Black broadcloth flared coat, black galyak collar, $69.75
Dress o f black flat crepe, tiered skirt, cape-collar, $22.50
Cocktail dress o f red georgette, detachable jacket, $25
Formal frock o f ocean green flat crepe, silhouette, $18.75
Daytime frock o f Madelene blue flat crepe.
capelet____________________________________ $12.50
Semi-formal sleeveless frock o f Tipperary green
s a t in ________ _____________________________ $12.50
Smart style frocks o f printed flat crepes, $1250 and
Smart style frocks o f printed flat
crepes____ _________ ________ $12.50 and $18.75
Smart style frocks o f solid color flat
crepes_______________________ $12.50 and $18.75
Skirts o f featherweight flannels in pastel shades $6.75
California sport sweaters, slipover and
cardigan .________________________ $6.95 to $10.75

Hats Must Match The New
Spring Coats, Suits and Frocks
Smart models o f Oriental bankok, linen ^ Q
straw, ribbon and fancy braids_____._

Q C

Every smart color o f the season in hats o f sisol, baku,
lacy hair, pargmain, stitched crepe, rib- ^ / ? 7 f t
bon. felt com binations________________ • O
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Pi Mu Epsilon Will
Initiate Seven Men

★

★

★

A

★

★

★

★

\^$right & Ditson
golf clubs
with hag

A great value— a complete set
o f the necessary clubs— one
wood driver, a midiron, a
mashie and a putter.
These clubs are the well-known
Wright ti Ditson "St. A n 
drews" model.
The bag is
made o f heavy duck, with three
steel stays, leather top and bot
tom, handle and straps. Liberal
size ball pocket with strap and
buckle.
The set complete is only $8.95
— come in and see it!

NEW
V IC TO R RECORDS

H Come in and get

W.

!

gives split-second gains
w ith every smash! Feel its
perfect balance— mark its
lighter weight. Feel the
**■whip* ’ it inherits from its

Y ou will want to hear.
Blue Eyes
Cryin’ for the Carolines

Gene Austin

We Love Us
Talk o f the Town
Ted Weems' Orchestra

t

Strike Up the Band
Soon
When Y o u ’re Smilin’
St. James Infirmary
King Oliver's Orchestra

I Love You, Believe Me, I Love
You
If Y ou Were the Only Girl
Rudy Vallee

Dickinson Piano
Co. ,

Just Received a Shipment or
BEE FAC

*15

Vacuum Cleaners

Other models $3
up. Tennis Balls
50c each, $1.35
for 3, $5 a dozen.

W ith Bronze Bearings

$28.75
A $5.00 set o f attachments
free with each cleaner. T ry it
in your home.

M issoula M ercantile
COM PAN Y

Barthel Hardware
“The Winchester Store”

115 E. Main

Phone 3397

A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A

toe present==
tfje latest
tn men’s
toear-

custom made
suits and topcoats
500 selections
order now for caster

$25.00 Up
ready-to-wear clothes
by society brand

tfje
sfport
sfjop

$35.00 up

Oregon seems to be the only ob
stacle in our path.

YOUNGREN
Does That N O W

Call 3247

Basement o f Higgins Block

1 , 0 0 0

New Brunswick Records

Wonder who led the league in Pirof.
Atklnson’fii tests last quarter. Hope
it brings results. .
Rending the papers from Conference
chools these days is interesting. Erry school speaks of the prospects, for
l championship football squad. Next
fall they will be full ol! “ bear” stories.
'Golf is gc>tting dangerous. Two
people in Los Angeleis went to the
hospital the otheir sitly after being
smacked dowi
'The sun ji:ist came out for a mo-

This will be the most active
Easter Season for Fur Scarfs
for a number o f years. Fur
Scarfs w ill be w orn in all
shades and we are fully
equipped to furnish you with
the kind you wish.

NORTHERN
FUR CO .
527 N . HigginsPhone 2518

SEE O U R B E AD ED B E LT S

O N SALE

Schaefer Music Co.

The vet:eran crew which Coach A1
Lubricksoin has at Washington is expected to do big things at the Poughkeepsie regatta again this year.

13C N o r th H igg in s

Shop de Luxe for Ladies and Gentlemen

Dance, Vocal, Pipe Organ, Hawaiian

Idaho expects a real team this
spring. They have quite a bunch of
lettermen back.

Spring football practice at W. 8. C.
I Is being held in the new $200,000 field
house. Must be tough.

W . H . D O B8LO FF

Fur Scarfs ...

T H E PENN S T A N D A R D
SOLE CE M EN TIN G
Process o f half soling ladies’
shoes without wax, tacks
or stitches.

O n e W e e k O n ly

I f you own a rado or your friend
I does, tune in on KOIN, Portland, next
Tuesday night Primo Camera, th e;
greatest Roman o f them all, will fight
Isome pushover for a few minutes more
or less.

Rainbow Barber She
and Beauty Parlor

F R U IT C U STA R D

Baseball has been dragged out of
the moth balls again. Montana Is the
only Coast Conference school without
a tea. Too expensive. *

“ Lefty” Erickson, who chucked for
the Vandals a few seasons back, Is |
having a go at fast company. He Is
■with the Pirates, temporarily, at least

After a Visit
to the

49c Each, 2 for 90c

J.C.PENNEY C€
The
ARDSLEY

For Spring —
HATS

$24-75

All the new shapes—
the new colors—
the new materials—

$4.95 to $6.95
H AN DBAG S
The regular vagabond, under arm and other styles, in
colors to harmonize with spring ensembles.

Y orfll find t h a t o u r
knowledge of smart style
is reflected in our new se
lection of Spring suits for
men and young ipen. W e
have here the right suit
for every man and every
occasion — smart in ap
pearance, perfect in fit
and rich in quality.

Extra Pants at $5.90

$2.95 to $6.50
CREPE DE CHINE
UNDIES

I

N EW SPRING
HOSIERY

Teddies and bandeau sets
in pastel shades— delightfully sheer material.

Service weights and chifton in the shades that are
smart fo r spring.

$1.95 to $4.95

$1.00 to $1.95

The Cinderella Shoppe

DOWN m OUT!
D O W N GO PRICES A N D O U T GOES T H E E N TIR E
STO C K O F T H E PRIESS D R Y GOODS CO. TH IS IS TH E
E N D A N D FIN ISH — P O S IT IV E L Y O U R L A S T SALE A N D
Y O U R L A S T CHANCE TO B U Y H IG H G R A D E DRESSES,
COATS, FU R NISH IN G S A N D D R Y GOODS FO R LESS
T H A N W H O L E SA L E COST. SNAP IN T O I T — W A K E UP
— G E T B U S Y R IG H T N O W O R Y O U W IL L MISS TH E
G R E A T E ST O P P O R T U N IT Y OF Y O U R LIFE — D O N ’T
P O N D E R OR H E S IT A T E , B U T A C T !
$1.50 Girls' and Boys’ Mexican
Overalls a t ........... ........ 98c
$2.50 Ladies’ Silk and Wool
Union Suits ....................... 98c
$3.25 Ladies’ Silk Rayon Gowns
and Pajamus..................... $2.19
$1.00 Ladies’ Leather and Fancy
Belts, choice ...................... 29c
39c Large Heavy Turkish Bath
Towels, n o w ......................... 21c
25c Large Size Heavy Weight
Huek Towels ...................... 15c
All Ribbons, Lace, Embroidery,
Notions ...................... 3*4 Price
$2.95 Fin.est Marquisette Ruffled
Curtains, pair ................ $1.89
$1.25 Fancy Plaid Blankets, size
64x76, a t ............................. 69c
$1.00 Pure Feather Pillows, fan
cy ticking ........................... 69c
15c ladies' Fancy Handkerchiefs
4 f o r ...................................... 25c

$5.00 Fine Heavy Esmond Indian
Blankets, 70x80 ................ $3.29
$5.00 to $7.50 Rayon Bed Spreads
cut to $3.89 and..............$2.98
$1.00 to $1.50 Rayon Oriental
Draperies, yard ................ 49c
$2.75 Finest Pure Silk la ce Cur
tain Netting, yard.............. 98c
$10 and $12 Beacon Flannel
Bathrobe S ets....................$6.95
25c to 35c All Linen Crash Towclings, yard ........................ 15c
29c Heavy .Wide Outing Flannel,
fancy stripes, yard ........... 15c
$2 to $3.50 ladies’ Fancy Purses
and B a g s...............................89c
$1 Fancy Suitings and Dress
Goods, yard .........
39c
65c Boys’ Fine Checked Nain
sook Union Suits .............. 39c
D. M. C. and J. & P. Coats Cro
chet Cotton, 3 for ............ 25c

It’s A Smart Spring
That Brings Suits !

$14.75
This is going to be a suit Spring and that means
a very smart Spring! For nothing is quite so
dashing and youthfully becoming to women
as soft, feminine suits o f light-weight crepe or
silks . . . plain or printed! New. details . . .
full skirts « « • and pleats are used. Spring
shades.

M . W . FRANCE 8 CO. SELLING O U T T H E

-sportwear—
tiding breeches
flannel trousers
flannel coats

Comment from other Coast confer
ence schools indicates that Montana
will occupy a place in the basketball
schedule next year.

$1.00 Silk and Duiesco Ladles’
Hose ......................
48c
50c Boys’ Fancy Knitted four-inhand T ie s ............................... 9c
$1.50 Women’s and Misses' Out
ing Night Gowns .............. 69c
75c to $1.00 Men’s Latest Silk
Neck T ie s .....................
39c
$1.00 Children’s Ribbed Fleeced
Union Suits ........................ 50c
35c Latest Prints and Wash
Goods, per yard .................. 19c
49c Paraico and Everfast, all
colors, yard ......................... 29c
, 85c to $1.00 Pure Linen Suitings,
per yard ............................... 49c
$2.50 to $4.00 Ladies’ Wool
Tweed Knickers ................ 98c
$3.50 to $5.00 Ladies’ All Wool
Bathing Suits....................$1.98

the well dressed man this season
will pay patticular attention to
the color harmony of his clothes

knickers
sweaters
golf hose

Sunday Special

And of course Stanford has Rothert
and Krenz again to toss the weights
all over the field.
The Huskies are reputedly strong
this year, too. The elongated Jessup
will be a threat in the weight events
and Steve Anderson will take care of
the hurdles without a doubt

J o b n n y M a rvin

After Y o u ’ve Gone
St. James Infirmary

Victor Dealer o f Missoula

open-throat construction.
Come in and see this splen
did racket.
|

Looks like Southern California and
Stanford will lead the country again
in track competition.* Both schools
boast strong squads.

THE

H A P P Y SMILE

Have you ordered our

R A Y P. W O O D S

&

vb g ot it here The W right Ditson
TOP-FLU b . Winner o f 39 major cham
pionships in a single year! T h e bat that

Friday. March*/

Sport Spurts

Wykoff, U. S. C., was clocked at 9.6
in the hundred In a meet last week.
The Trojans also have a high jumper
|who does better than six feet four.

Arden-Ohman Orchestra

The World’s Fastest
Tennis Racket

KAIMIN

Members o f Pi Mu Epsilon, honornry
mathematics fraternity, will give a
banquet next Monday night on the
anniversary of Founders day. At this
banquet seven new members will be
And the Grizzly tracksters can toss
initiated into the organization.
The new members are: Joseph Baty, away the rubber boots and settle down
Gold Sbeaffer fountain pen. Initialed
Albert Besancon, Robert Boden, Walt to work.
N. M. L. Please return to phone booth.
er Donaldson, Cecil Dunn, Edwin
Football will claim quite a- few for
Mertz, and Romund Moltzau.
the next few weeks. The Major ex
SOME D A Y
pects a good squad out for spring
A ll shops may adopt
training.

$8.95

only

MONTANA

Students’ registered for French 14,
ment If this keeps up we may have
some dope about Grizzly athletes next Scientific French, should see me at
week.
their earliest convenience, please.
R. O. HOFFMAN.
Well, officially at least, spring Is
Vacations are generally pretty wet,
here'.nnd ns soon as the sun starts
putting In union hours the University though. •
golf course will be densely populated.

tweed topcoats
in stock
$25.00 up

PRIESS DRY GOODS CO.

HIGGINS AND BROADW AY

J.C. PENNEY CO.

is
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Baseball Is Part of
V. Golf Course Is Ready for Play When
Intramural Program
Weather Is Favorable For Scotch Sport

NOTICE.

•i

|
y students who are memI 0f high school chapters o f the
p W»1 Honor society wishing to at- Interclass and Intercoliege Will Be
| tie banquet Thursday, April 5, at
' Tournaments.
|
(c at the Florence hotel,
• i your names at the registrar's ofIntramural baseball will be on the
; lefore Wednesday, April 2,
athletic program for the spring quar
ter, it was announced yesterday by
Harry Adams, although definite dates
have not been selected due to the un
certain weather. Interclass and intercollege win be the two tournaments on
j THE TU R F
schedule.
j
Across from Mlssoullan
Interclass will be the first league
and it will be necessary to take six
days;
intercollege will be a 15-day
| e S&tisfv with Hamburgers
league. Bach team plays every other
team once, according to this arrange
M Our Malted Milks are
ment.

Greens Fee Reduced to 50 Cents; terson, who is in charge in the morn
Student Season Ticket $5.
ings, or Roy Davidson and Harvey

OK. LEUBBC, V . OF OREGON,
HERE ON COLLEGE TOUR

Golf Classes to
Take Up Monday

Patronize Kalinin Advertisers.

Dr. George Lebec, dean o f the gradu
ate school of the University of Oregon,
is visiting the campus. Dr. Lebec
makes a yearly tour o f schools and
colleges of the Northwest, collecting in
formation concerning students desir
ing fellowships and asslstantsbips at
Oregon

Regular golf classes will start
Monday afternoon, weather permit
ting, it was said yesterday by W. E.
Sehreibcr. The course will be in
shape this Saturday and will be
ready to use providing there is no
more rainfall.
Students who signed up for golf
as their class In physical education
this quarter have been turning their
numbers in at the Women's and
Men’s gymnasium and this will con
tinue until the weather makes play
ing possible.

Baty who will be there in the after
As soon as the weather permits the noon. These student supervisors will
also
handle golfing supplies. There
University golf course will be Avail
able to University students and towns are a few lockers out there which will
be
rented.
Golf clubs will be for rent.
people. There has been a reduction
Reid Harmon left Wednesday for
There has been in the past, accord
In greens fees since last year, when a
Salt Lake City to visit his parents
charge o f 50 cents was made to play ing to K. Kirk Badgley, criticism of
who live near there.
9 holes and 75 cents to play 18 holes. the University students disregarding
This year the greens fee will be 50 golf etiquette, and it is hoped that
cents for ploying. Season tickets for they will be more careful this year.
students are $5, for townspeople $10 U. S. Golf association rules govern
for tho season and $15 for a family all ploy on the course and there are
ticket. Students who register for golf ground rules for the 1930 season.
In the Physical Education department
Sigma Alpha Epsilon announces the
pay for their ticket at the business
pledging of Dan Mlnnick, Saco.
DELICIOUS.
office but receive the ticket at the golf
Oliver Sllfrast spent vacation at his course.
home in Mullen, Idaho.
Until two years ago the golf course
was known as the country club course,
then a private organization took it
over as the Garden City g o lf course.
Minor Sports Carnival Is
M ILES O F SMILES
Last year an organization of Montana
First Between Schools.
alumni, known as the Montana Alumni
in our
Challenge Athletic Field corporation,
took over the golf course with the aim
Swimmers, fencers and wrestlers
Spring Used-car Offerings
to eventually give it to the University.
will compete in the first minor sports
Now It is known i s tho State Univer
carnival to be held at Bozeman on
sity Golf course and also as the Gar
April 12, it was announced yesterday
den City golf course. Physical Edu
by Harry Adams, who Is in charge of
Missoula Used Car Exchange
cation classes are held 'there in the
minor sports here.
afternoons. Last year 153 students
216 W est Main
The event will be a dual meet be
tickets were Issued and there was a
total o f 808 Including townspeople and 1tween Montana University and Mon
students. This year more are ex- j tana State College and should it prove
pected, according to E. Kirk Badgley, to be successful this year, a similar
meet will be held in Missoula next
student auditor.
In response to the ex
. Improvements have been made on year.
The swimming team will probably
the course and an additional 9 holes
ceptional increase in our
were put In last fall, thus making It be made up of those who were success
an 18-hole course. It is expected that ful In getting places in the'intramural
SALES AGENT FOB
Millinery dep a rtm en t
shrubbery will be planted there this swimming meet held here earlier in the
quarter and improvements will be month. Fencers and wrestlers have
we are pleased to an
IEMINGTON, C O R O N A and L. C. S M IT H
made on the approaches o f tho first not been definitely decided, on as there
— and time to see that
nounce that this depart
nine holes. In time the distance be are still vacancies in some weights for
portable, noiseless typewriters.
your clubs and equipment
tween the first 9 holes will be in wrestling. Adams said yesterday that
are right Use the equip| ment will, in the future,
there is a particular demand for a
creased.
ment that is used by the
All tickets can be secured at the 115-pound wrestler; the maximum
It’s cheaper to own a machine and get your source
w orld's greatest players.
j be under the personal
golf course from the clerk, Phillip Pat weight for a wrestler in this class is
118 pounds. It will likely be difficult
supervision o f
papers in on time.
to find a man of this weight as there
are very few of this weight in school.
Wrestlers in two other divisions are
F LO R E N TIN E
also wanted; a 125-pounder and one
E D IT H M O O R E
SHOPPE
Phone 4492
weighing between 175 and 178 pounds.

Montana Will
Meet Bozeman

Special
Announcement

I t ’s
T im e |
for G olf j

Frank G. Swanberg

v/
HE fastidious woman
' — - isn't changing her ideals
with her skirt length. She
favored Humming Bird Hosiery
when all their fineness and rich
ness of color were flaunted full
length before the world. She
favors them still in their newer
r o l e of aemi'underthing*—
daintily fine, smartly colorful as
ever.

S p a u ld in g |
Clubs and Balls j

OoO oO

EASTER CARDS

IWe

New purses.

Costume jewelry

Next the Wilma

iDoctor—
Y ou Arc Invited to Inspect
the New

j The shabbiest, most f o r - '
1 lorn looking clothes like
. new.

Co-cd Brief Cases
Smooth cowhide with fancy
calfskin trimmings o f modern
istic patterns.

tLet us clean and press
I your wardrobe into perI feet health.

Cleaning

Pressing

Freshman track practice will start
Wednesday afternoon, April 2, it was
announced yesterday by Jim Stewart,
varsity track coach. The ireshmen
will work out during the same hours
as the varsity.
The track schedule, which is posted
in the gymnasium, is as follow s: 100220-440 yard dashes and hurdles, 3
p. in.; pole vault, 3:80-4:80 ; 880, mile
and two mile run, 8:45; high jump
and broad jump, 4:15; shot, discus and
javelin, 4:80-5:30.

T H E OFFICE
SU PPLY CO.
Alterations

If It Can Be Done W e Can D o It.

(Harry’s Tailor Shop
Ml West Main Street

FR0SH TRACKMEN
START APRIL 2

Phone 2568

Hardware
and Plumbing Co.

228 N. Higgins

and a larger and more
comprehensive stock o f
the Newest in Millinery
will be featured for your
approval. •

USED CARS
in reliable condition

Phone 5390 |

DIXON Sc HO ON

Phone 5390

women have learned that electric refrigeration, electric
(sundering and cooking and cleaning and dishwashing, can add
j10®* of leisure to their day. *
°0Oe women put electricity to work and use the time saved to
te*t> to play, to stay young, to widen their circle of pleasant
contacts. Some women—W hy not y o u ?
w-

fl
ui explain the time-saving convenience of the completely
electrified home and the appliance*
should go into it* ,

the

M O N T A N A P O W E R CO.

AW N IN G S
Missoula Tent
and Awning Co. ■
225 W. Brondway

T

AND HEAR THESE GOOD NUMBERS, TO O . . .
Record No* 2115-D, 10-inch 75c

313 N. Higgins Avc.

P u ttin ' on t h e R it z

Attractively Priced

PC

s
with

he famous bandsman o f Now
York's Hotel Roosevelt gets
good, new tunes to play . . so do
the other brethren of the baton.
Where, then, are Guy Lombardo's
steppers so gloriously different?
In their oolish, o f course—Just hear
this fresh brace of foxes, for instance*
They're great because Lombardo's
rich, restrained rhythms and spar
kling smartness grace each face o f
this fine record.
See for yourself if that isn't the
answer;.•

CAHT ^ /G u T D m l-d o .n d H i.R o y a .C a n .a ^
& to p )£ & b )§ n / a

r
Beautify Y our Home

P O L IS H !

Record No. 2122-D, 10-inc/i 75c
p Trots

CHARM

CtturalEltctrU

L o m b a r d o i t ’s

W h e r e t h e G o ld e n D af f o d il s G rown

cM d in q

COME women sensibly and efficiently shift household drudgery
to electrical servants, who are always ready and willing to
fake over these tasks for a few cent* a day.

In

228 North Higgins Ave.

A Lovely Display o f Spring Frocks
and Millinery

- V

133 Higgles iv e .

Order Early

134 West Pine

|Why not

'Shoe Store

Missoula Hardware & Plumbing Co.

CENTRAL
U SE D C AR
EXCHANGE

Some Women...

W ird

'Tull JashianaJjZosiery

New Spring shades, developed
exclusively for Humming Bird
by Mme. Julie Bolegard, Paris
stylist and color specialist, now
on display.
Light. Service W eight—
Narrow French Heel—
• Silk-to-top S I .50
JPicot Edge C hiffon w ith Slender French Heel.
51.95

|

Full. 2^4 horse power.
Weighs only 29 pounds.
Measures: 1.7x1.lj^x l 1J4*
The biggest sensation in the small
motor field.
You carry it with you as you would
a fishing kit.
Whenever and wherever you go and
however you travel.
No other motor is so compact.
Ask to see its unique features.

Prices on

a dependable dealer.

j Missoula

Tiny stitches, firmly knit, not
only create a sheer, even fabric,
but also account to a large ex
tent for the remarkable wearing
quality of Humming Bird Hos
iery.

World’s Lightest Twin-Cylinder
Outboard Motor

Slashed!
from

Driver* $5.00 to $8.00
Iron* $3.50 to $10.00
Beginner*’ Set*, Ball
and 4 Club* ......$8.50
Spalding and Kroflite
Ball*, firsts ..75c each
Kroflite 2nd*. 50c each

2

S
e

Spring and Your
Croquignole'

■5 * 1

Permanent W ave
The very finest wave obtainable. Given to
suit your particular type. N o fuzz. N o kinks.
Ends beautifully curled. Our process leaves
the hair soft and glossy and requires no water
waving. Testing service and consultation free.

$8.50
COMPLETE

||
2

C bS

s

Colum
bia pJ& R ecords
Viva-tonal Recording-The Records without Scratch
Columbia Records and Phonographs
ORVIS M USIC H OU SE
Broadway at Pattec

p

These Records May Be Bought at
SM ITH ’S D R U G STORE

B A R B A R A ’S V A N IT Y SHOP
Third Floor. 207 First National Bank Bldg.
Phone 3535

\

(from Motion Picture “ Puttin' on the I Fox Trots
P-it* )
/Jan Garber and His Greater Goiumma
W hen a W o m a n L oves a M a n
I
Recording Orchestra
(fromMotion Picture "B e Yourselfl")/
Record No. 2114-D, 10-inch 75c
W a tc h in g M y D rea m s C o By
\
(from Motion Picture uShe Couldn't!
Troll
Say No” )
\
Swxet N o th in g s o r L o v e
* Med* Johnilon and His Ceco Couriers
(from Motion Picture“ JEfot/orParis”) /

1

“ The Busy Corner1’
Higgins and Broadway

FrMay, March, 2!

Page Twelvg
LEHRK1NI) RETURNS.
Catl Lebrklnd, ex-28, has moved to
Missoula to take over the assistant
managership of the new branch of the
J. N. McCracken chain stores which
is being installed here. Lebrklnd was
a senior in business administration
last year, hut withdrew to accept a
position with the McCracken store in
Livingston. He is staying at the Phi
Belt house.

Careful barbers, catering to
discriminating

students

and

faculty.

South Side Barber Shop
; “ It Pays to Look Well”

Shine stand in connection.

Grizzlies Turn Out for Spring Football
Practice and Hold Outdoor Workout
Thirty-Three Candidates Report
d n Squad.
Montana Grizzlies started their six
weeks spring football gruelling yester
day afternoon when 83 men reported
on the field, for the first outdoor work
out. Fifteen candidates for bnckfield
positions and 18 linemen were included
in the number.
Most o f the men who turned out for
the opening sessions were new material
as only four lettermen were present,
Peterson, McCarthy, Waldo Kkegrcn
and Carpenter. A large delegation or
freshmen who will be eligible for var
sity football next fall and a number of
upper-classmen going out for football
for their first time were in uniform.
Football fundamentals were re
hearsed to take up most of the time
for the opening session. Harry Ad
ams had charge o f the brickfield while
Major Frank Mllburn conches the line
candidates. Dornblaser field showed
the ill effects of an unusually moist
season although the gridmen seemed
to be undaunted by the soft ground.
The spring football practice will be
four days a week from Tuesday until
Friday, inclusive.

Two U Boxers
On Fight Card
Seijas Proposes to Meet Both
Men on Same Night.
Two University students, “ Rube”
Lewon, the new lightweight champion,
and Frank Curtiss, the former titleholder in that class, will fight on the
next card that Bill Dugnl presents at
the Loyola gym, probably on April 14.
Both men are to meet “ Army” Seijas,
a University of Washington student at
this time. ■ Seijas, who is not a soldier
despite bis nickname, wants to meet
one foe on the first bout o f the card
and the other in the windup. This
would give him an hour and a half
or so o f rest between. .
Seijas
vicio
crappc
knocked out Eddie Coyle, the first
time that has happened, and then went
straight through the list of contestants
to win the title at the Northwest Sports
tournament held recently in Portland.
Dave Roberts, another University
boxer, will probably be on this card.

GOLF, TENNIS TO
TAKE LIMELIGHT

Bernhardt Hendrickson spent
>n at his home in Philipsburg.

Early Tourneys Scheduled This
Spring.

M onth- End
As soon as the weather permits it is
advisable for those who will partici
pate in the University golf and*tennls
tournament to get in shape, Harry Ad
ams said yesterday. - The tournaments
will be held early this year due to the
early dates of the state Intercollegiate
meet and the Pacific Coast meet.
The intercollegiate meet will he held
in Missoula May 9 and 10 and both
golfers and tennis players will com
pete. The Pacific Coast meet will be L
held at Eugene, Oregon, May 16 and f
17, and Montana will send two tennis
players. Johnny Lewis, Billings, who
is amateur champion of Montana, won I
the University championship last year
although he was not sent to the con
ference meet. This year it is hoped
that there will be a pair o f tennis
players who will be worthy of com
peting in the Pacific Coast meeting.

DRESSES
are k n o w n for their
o r i g i n a l individuality
that appeals to the style
l over , the one who
wants a stylish dress at
a reasonable price.

H a t S ale

This is a Store of one idea for
men of many ideas. That one
idea is to sell Clothes o f ut
most quality at an extra value
price. That’s evident— even to
an
inexperienced
layman—
just by a casual investigation
of what we offer.

C L E A R A N C E of
early spring felts,
a w s, felt-and-straw,
silk and rayon turbans
, just the little fill-in
hats you've been looking
for . . . and so inexpertsive now that you'll want
two or three o f them—

Ward, Mentioned
For Coaching Job
Frank Ward, an important factor in
the Bobcat basketball team of the past
three years, has been mentioned in
connection with the basketball coaching
position at Wyoming university.
Ott Romney, former Aggie coach,
called Ward “ the perfect player.”
Ward has taken other sports from a
coaching standpoint as he has majored
in physical education during his college
career.

Our shop is a rendez
vous for superior styles
and values.

MissouiAMERCAymi

NOTICE.

O N E ID EA !

Friday and Saturday

COMPANY

The S P I R I T of Y O U T H
once said: "Nothing
is good or bad except

Quality Makes
the Economy

offer the young men.

plied to Clothes the

Style, long wear and

originator o f t h i s

perfect fit are as

sentence was right.

sured in a value dem

One and Tw o Pairs of
Trousers.

compare our Clothes

Buy Your New Spring

E A STE R CLOTH ES
W e have made it easy for you to have our widely
known and appreciated style clothes for Easter.

DRESSES

$ 1 1 -7 5

Worth to $19.75

DRESSES $ 1 8 - 7 5
Worth to $27.50
COATS worth to
SUITS $34.75
T U a T> . . .

*

j

C o.

1

*2 4 »
a it

c

11

/ - '•

1 ♦

Some with

Knickers to match.

you to shop around,

TOM ORRROW

phasized in a special
selection of Suits we

by comparison.” Ap

That’s why we want

There will- be a meeting o f Kappa
Psi Friday night at 9 o’clock in the
Pharmacy building. Rex Whitaker,
Regent.

These facts are em

Years ago some one

onstration g r o u p .
Here you will find
single-breasted mod

with others. That’s how you will

els, two or three button styles,

get the fullest measure of appre

with peak or notch lapels. And as

ciation when you note our expert

for colors, here’s a great selection

styling, the distinctive and eye-

of lighter tones, such as greys,

appealing woolens and custom
workmanship.

steds, twists, tweeds and serges.

blue-greys, tans, in stylish wor

Fabrics and Workmanship the Best at the Price
Style and Fit Unexcelled at Any Price
Suits and Topcoats $25 to $60

H a b e rd a sh e ry to Y o u n g M e n ’ s L ik in g
Having selected his suit, the careful dresser looks carefully to the
assembling of his furnishings to wear with it, for the ensetnble idea—
the idea of harmony—is paramount to good style. The Hats, the Ties,
the Shirts, th6 Hose, the Gloves, the Shoes necessary to complete the
picture of a well-dressed man are here. The spirit of youth, the buoy*,
ancy of spring, are reflected in our showings which have been assem
bled with the ensemble idea uppermost.

.1

MissouiaMercantile
COMPANY

